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General Information

Introduction

This brochure contains brief descriptions of tours available. Please book your excursions as soon as possible since
certain shore excursions can accommodate only a limited number of participants. We recommend that you purchase
them in advance of your cruise in order to avoid disappointment.

Shore Excursion and Port Talks

Make it a point to attend the Tour Talk given by the Shore Excursion Manager before each port visit and the Shopping
Forum given by the Port & Shopping Lecturer (where you'll receive maps of the port areas).

Activity Level

The Shore Excursions presented in this brochure require the guest to use a motor coach or other form of
transportation which will require the guest to step up 2 to 3 steps, approximately 10 inches high each. Most (but not
all) motor coaches used can accommodate collapsible wheelchairs. However, it should be noted that escorts,
drivers, guides, and shipboard staff are not obliged to lift guests into the vehicles. Lift-vans and/or coaches are not
available in all ports of call. Tendering may preclude guests in wheelchairs from going ashore at certain ports of call.
For further information, please check with the Shore Excursion desk on board immediately upon arrival. 

To assist our guests in choosing their excursions, all tours have been graded according to the level of activity they
entail. Please refer to the tour symbol(s) that appear(s) in each tour description. Kindly note the below symbols act
only as a guideline and guests must make their own judgment regarding participating in tours. The symbols
represent the following:

Mild

To fully participate may require leisurely walking over primarily even surfaces. There may be a limited number of
steps, a minimal amount of cobblestones or uneven surfaces, and some standing for extended periods of time.

Moderate

To fully participate may require extended periods of walking over even and uneven surfaces, steep terrain and/or
water activity in a slight current. There may be steps, inclines, cobblestone surfaces, and extended periods of
standing. Participants with physical limitations should take this into account.

Strenuous

To fully participate may require extended periods of physical exertion, extensive walking, climbing, or biking. There
may be numerous steps, inclines, cobblestones, and other rough terrain throughout the excursion. These excursions
are the most active and have been designed for participants in excellent health and very good physical condition.

Light Snack / Refreshment

If a light snack or refreshment is served on an excursion, it will be designated with this symbol.

Meals
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Most tour departures complement the ship's meal service hours. If a meal is served on an excursion, it will be
designated with this symbol.

Shopping

Time permitting, limited shopping is available during the tour.

Waiver

All participants on this tour are required to complete a waiver and/or release form. This document will be distributed
by the tour operator prior to commencing the tour.

Restrictions

Please note there are certain excursions that for safety reasons, age, weight and/or height restrictions apply. These
restrictions are imposed by the individual vendor and Royal Caribbean International must comply accordingly.

Tour Availability

Please note that not all tours are available on all ships. Tour prices and itineraries are in effect at the time of printing
and are subject to change without notice.

Responsibility

Shore Excursions are offered for sale by Royal Caribbean International as a convenience to our guests. While great care
has been taken to offer the finest excursions available at each port, these tour services are provided by independent
tour operators, and Royal Caribbean International will not be responsible or liable for any loss, damage, injury, costs or
delays resulting from, or in connection with, your use of these services.

Scheduling of Shore Excursions

When planning your shore excursions, please keep in mind the following:

1. Most tours depart from the pier. At the completion of the tour, you will be returned to the pier unless you elect to
leave the tour en route. In that case, it will be your responsibility to secure transportation back to the pier.

2. In most ports it is possible to participate in more than one tour. When planning your day, it is advisable to plan at
least one hour between your tours. 

3. All guests are to be aboard the ship no later than 30 minutes prior to the scheduled sailing time. The scheduling of
all shore tours conforms with this requirement. However, if you elect to leave a tour en route, or go ashore on your
own, it is your responsibility to return to the ship on time.

4. Kindly note that tour times provided online may be earlier than the vessels scheduled arrival to a port of call. The
time listed may be in local time as provided by the tour operator. The most accurate tour departure time will be
provided directly onboard the vessel.

Refunds and Cancellations

No refunds are made for failure to use all of the described services included in the tour price. Cancellations by guests
must be made prior to the closing deadline advised directly onboard the ship. Under no circumstances will refunds be
made after an excursion has commenced.

SeaPass Card

Remember to take your SeaPass Card with you whenever you go ashore. It will serve as your Identification Card which
you will be required to show to the officer on duty before re-boarding the ship.
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Weather

Most tours will operate rain or shine. However, full refunds will be made to guests holding tickets for canceled shore
excursions. In the event of a tour cancellation, every effort will be made to accommodate guests on other available
tours.

Children's Pricing

Unless indicated, children's pricing is valid for children 12 and under. Guests under 18 years of age must be
accompanied by a parent or guardian.

Terms & Conditions

Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to change shore excursion prices and itineraries appearing in this
booklet without prior notice.

Prices of shore excursions include available local transportation, including motorcoaches, limousines, taxis and
boats. Meals and/or beverages are only included when specified in the tour description.

On snorkeling and scuba tours, only the equipment specified is included in the price. Shore excursions are subject to
cancellation or modification, depending on the number of guests participating. In the event of a tour cancellation or
modification, advance notice will be given by shipboard personnel. Certain tours have a minimum booking
requirement, or must be limited to a maximum number of participants.

Royal Caribbean International reserves the right to cancel any shore excursion due to inclement weather conditions,
or any other reason whatsoever, and shall not be liable for any loss whatsoever to guests by reason of such
cancellation. Full refunds will be made to guests holding tickets for canceled shore excursions.

Royal Caribbean, Explorations!, Golf Ahoy! and Royal Caribbean International are all registered or pending service
marks of Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. 2006 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Cozumel, Mexico

CZA - Tulum Mayan Ruins Express

PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Come experience the world famous magnificent ruins of the walled city of Tulum, which rise high above the crystal blue
Caribbean Sea. You will stand in awe as you view and explore the archeological monuments of this ceremonial center,
which were left behind as a reminder of this truly incredible ancient Mayan culture.

Arriving at Playa del Carmen from Cozumel by tender, relax in the comforts of your air conditioned bus as you enjoy a
scenic drive to Tulum while your English speaking native guide offers a colorful narration and explains the history and
life in the Yucatan as well as the mysterious Mayan culture. (There will be a 20-minute rest room stop along the way to
the ruins.)

When you arrive at the ruins, your guide will escort you through the walled Mayan city and share the secrets, facts,
myths, and legends of this long forgotten society. Marvel over the 60 restored temples and secrets that are hidden
within these sacred walls by the use of mysterious hieroglyphic writings. Visit the Temple of the Frescos, famous for its
detailed carved figures, original paintings, and writings dating back centuries. See the Temple of the Descending God,
the House of the Chultun, and the House of the Columns. Your guided tour will end with a breathtaking view of the
beautiful Caribbean Sea from the towering El Castillo, 40 feet above the sea.

After experiencing Tulum, it’s time to get back on the bus and enjoy a cold complimentary drink on your ride back to
Playa del Carmen, where the hourly scheduled Federal ferry will return you to downtown Cozumel. You may decide to
spend some time shopping downtown. From there, decide when to take a taxi back to your ship on your own.

Note: By Mexican law, there is a fee of approximately $8.00 USD to $10.00 USD at Tulum for guests who bring video
cameras. This fee is not included in the price of the tour. It is recommended that participants bring a bottle of water
with them. Please wear light clothing and sensible shoes as the visit to the ruins involves a certain amount of walking
over rough terrain. It is also suggested that you bring a sun hat for protection. The ferry ride to and from Playa del
Carmen takes about 45 minutes each way. Please note that, inclement weather and rough seas may cause seasickness
on the ferry ride, so guests should take the necessary precautions.

This tour ends downtown, and does not include transportation back to the vessel (i.e. taxi, etc.). This is to allow guests
free time downtown and to return at their discretion.

Special Note: There is a 9-minute walk from the parking lot of the ruins to the entrance of the ruins and back. A tram is
available to and from the ruins for guests that do not want to walk. The tram is not part of tour and guests can choose to
take the tram at their own expense and risk. The cost is approximately $1.50 USD round trip. Guests must pay at the
tram booth.

CZAA - Mexican Folkloric Show

PRICE: ADULT: 46.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Take an imaginary voyage through Mexico's diverse regions and learn the history that is delightfully displayed in
costume, music and dance. This performance invites you to become acquainted with the rich culture and colorful
personality of this beautiful country. From the indigenous rituals to romantic ballads, the lively rhythms and beautiful
melodies will awaken your senses.

The journey begins on the pier where your guide will take you to your taxi transport (four guests per car). Its just a
short ride downtown to the Forum Shops. The theatre is located on the second floor of the Forum Shops but before you
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enter, you will have free time to shop or sit and enjoy a complimentary beverage. When its time for the performance,
take your seat, relax and enjoy the show. Let yourself be transported through many ages and over many regions of
Mexico. From Tribal drums to Mariachi bands, leopard skins to elaborately ribboned dresses, this extravaganza of
music and dance is sure to excite your senses. 

Once the show ends, you may either continue to shop or return to your ship. The Forum Shops are located
downtown on the main shopping strip. Should you wish to stay longer you may take your taxi coupons and continue
your adventures alone, returning to the ship whenever you like from any downtown location.

CZAC - Bike and Snorkel Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Visit the exotic & beautiful island of Cozumel while you catch the natural high exercise brings in this whistle while
you work (until its time to rest) bike, snorkel and beach tour! See the sights and let the stress fade away as you
peddle your bike past serene white beaches, beautiful tropical vegetation and the glorious blue-green waters of the
Caribbean. Youre guide will lead you along the west coast of the island on a flat, paved, scenic coastal road while a
support vehicle carrying refreshments and your personal belongings follows behind. 

Ready for a break? Jump in! Welcome to the refreshing waters of the Caribbean where you can float your way into
another world! Your PADI certified guide will introduce you to striking coral formations and brilliant tropical fish in
this snorkel excursion. When the fins and mask come off, its back into the lounge chair for you! Enjoy your beach
break as you like. You can swim, play games or just lie on the beach and enjoy the view. Ride back along the scenic
coastal road until you reach the pier. 

Note: If you plan to swim or snorkel, please wear your bathing suit and bring a towel. A backpack is recommended, as
well as, sunscreen and adequate sun protection.

Minimum age: 12 years old. Medical restrictions apply.

CZAD - Hideaway Beach Boat Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 94.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Get away from it all behind the wheel of your very own 2-person speedboat and head towards Cozumel's North side
to a hidden lagoon and beach. Your adventure begins as you are greeted on the pier by your English-speaking guide.
After a short taxi ride, you arrive at a local beach where the boats await you. After a safety orientation on the boats
and the issue of lifejackets, then it's time to take the wheel. You'll cruise along the northern coastline in a sapphire
and emerald sea until you come upon a hidden lagoon encircled by tropical mangroves. Dock your boat on the beach
and experience its pure white sand and crystal clear waters. Enjoy a Mexican grilled buffet and bask in the sun, swim
in the ocean or explore this isolated getaway. After soaking in all the beauties of Hideaway Beach, it's time to get back
in your boat for the return trip to the local beach where there will be time to use the facilities to change and freshen
up before returning to the ship. 

Note: For your safety, guests will be required to wear their lifejacket at all times while boating. Guests under the age
of 18 must be accompanied by an adult. Guests must be 18 years of age or older to drive boats. Minimum age to
participate is 12 years old.
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CZAF - Temazcal Mayan Steamlodge Experience

PRICE: ADULT: 98.00 / CHILD: 98.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

The word “Temazcal” is derived from the ancient Aztec (Nahuatl) for house of steam (Temaz=Steam and Calli=House).
The Temazcal were used widely among the Aztecs and Mayan that populated Mesoamerica and for centuries and as far
back as can be traced were a therapeutic instrument, an arm of the medical practice. The traditional Mexican sweat
bath differs in many ways from the Scandinavian, Turkish or Indian sweat bath.

Join the guide for a walk through the past with their Shaman Tamazcalero. The rituals have been preserved through
centuries. As one of the most significant of the ancient Mexicans, the temazcal comes to modern time as a relaxation
therapy for the nervous system and reactivation of the skin cells. Not only the elimination of fat and stimulation of the
blood vessels is activated in the bath, but also it brings beneficial effects to the digestive and respiratory system. The
Temazcal was reserved as a purifying ritual for only the elite classes of Mayan society. You will be led through the
various phases of the process from the recognition of the North, South, East and West and their signficance to the
Mayans, then into the Temazcal where you will experience the four phases of cleansing and the five points of
visualizations on your journey with your Shaman Temazcalero. 

After approximately an hour in the Temazcal you will emerge reborn and rejuvenated. As part of the cooling down
process you are invited to bathe in the fresh water cenote only steps from the Temazcal or rinse off in a freshwater
shower. After your rinse off you are invited to relax in one of the many hammocks and be treated to fresh fruit and fruit
drinks that are grown and harvested on the Xkan-ha Reserve. After approximately 30 minutes of relaxation you are given
the option to explore some of the nearby ruins. You are then escorted to your awaiting transport and returned to your
cruise ship terminal.

Note: Minimum age for participation is 15 years old. This tour is not appropriate for pregnant guests, or guests with
health conditions.

CZAH - Jungle Hiking

PRICE: ADULT: 57.00 / CHILD: 57.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 25 Minutes Approx.

Hike your way through a Cozumel jungle for a unique adventure and encounter the ancient holy grounds where the
Mayans once dwelled thousands of years ago. The essence of their spirits still lingers in the legacies of Mayan temples.
These temples were left to ruin while the land around them surrendered to the ever-growing jungle. Now you will be the
one to discover these relics hidden but not forgotten over the last century.

Your adventure begins as you are transported from the small town of San Miguel by air-conditioned van or bus. Then
the bus will arrive at the Welcome Station, where you will receive an adventure pack complete with a compass,
binoculars, granola bar, bottled water, and an explorer booklet. Your bilingual guide will brief you on what you will do
and may expect to see. You will then start your journey as you hike through winding, narrow paths that lead into the
ancient past of the Mayans. 

Soon you will arrive at the ancient Mayan burial grounds that have not been excavated and in their natural state just as
they were discovered by Spanish conquerors such as Hernandez de Cordoba and Cortez. Glance upon two original
temples that once held the bodies of Mayan Royalty. You may see caves containing the remains of earlier explorers.
Search for clues that can unlock the history and significance to this long abandoned civilization. Along your exploration
into the past, you will also witness an original Mayan Well that was used as a source to obtain life giving water to drink
and refresh the body.

Afterwards, as you hike back along the spiraling path, keep your eyes open for tropical birds and resident iguanas to
name a few. The hiking portion of the tour will end back at the Welcome Station, where you will have a chance to use the
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rest rooms and enjoy a nice cold beverage. Afterwards, board the bus that will take you back to present day and your
awaiting ship.Note: Minimum age to participate: 10 years of age.

CZAK - Cozumel Bike and Sail

PRICE: ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 78.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Discover Cozumel by land and sea. Take your bike along the northern hotel zone of Cozumel for an invigorating ride,
and then set sail away in a Hobbie catamaran vessel and a refreshing swim.

Your tour starts at the pier, with your English speaking guide introducing himself, getting you loaded up and
transported to the northern old yacht club of Cozumel, “Puerto de Abrigo.”

When you arrive next to the yatch club, you will be given instructions, your bicycle and gear, rules of the road and a
brief description on what you can expect to see and do on this tour. Now you are ready, you will ride up north to “El
mirador norte” for a brief stop and a scenic view of mainland 12 miles away. Then you will pass by some waterfront
homes and big resort hotels. 

Just north of the hotels, you will arrive at Barracuda Beach in a ecologically protected zone. The Hobie vessels are
waiting for you there, on the beach. Once you have traded your bicycle gear for your sailing gear and received your
sailing instructions, you will set sail for a nice area to get wet. Back at Barracuda Beach, there will be a taxi waiting to
take you back to your ship’s pier when you want, or drop you off downtown. 

Note: Minimum age for participation is 10 years of age. Maximum weight for participation is 250 lbs.

CZAM - Jungle Bike Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 68.00 / CHILD: 68.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Trek your way through the Cozumel jungle for a unique guided biking adventure and visit ancient Mayan grounds.
Your adventure begins as you are transported by air-conditioned bus or van. Then at the Welcome Station, you will
be fitted to your bike and helmet, while your bilingual guide briefs you on safety and what you may expect to see. The
journey starts as you peddle along winding, narrow paths that lead into the ancient past of the Mayans. Soon, you
will arrive at the ancient Mayan burial grounds that have not been excavated and are in their natural state. Glance
upon two original temples that once held the bodies of Mayan Royalty. 

Back at the Welcome Station you will have a chance to use the rest rooms and enjoy a nice cold beverage. Later,
board the bus that will take you back to present day and your awaiting ship.

Note: Sun protection and bug spray are advised to bring along.  Comfortable closed toe walking shoes are a must (no
sandals) and light comfortable clothing is advised. Minimum age for participation is 10 years old. Minimum height is
42 inches. Maximum weight is 250 pounds.

CZAN - All Terrain Truck & Snorkel Eco Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Imagine yourself on Safari right in the Caribbean on a beautiful adventure that will both educate and delight you!
Climb onboard the comfortable open-air passenger truck and explore the pristine tropical environment of Punta Sur
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Ecological Park. From its fascinating history and cultural traditions to its natural beauty and wildlife, your guides will
introduce you to the most fascinating parts of a diverse Cozumel. 

The road will lead you between the breathtaking blues of the Caribbean and the mysterious greens of a jungle lagoon
where you may spot iguanas, white cranes or even pink flamingos. Then youll stop at the lagoons edge for a closer look
at the king of the local wildlife, the crocodile! Across the path sits an ancient Mayan ruin. Your guide will share some
fascinating myths and histories about this incredible civilization, which thrived here 1200 years ago using Cozumel as a
trade stop and center of worship for the goddess of fertility, Ixchel. 

From here youll journey forward in time through jungle and mangroves for a brief stop at the Punta Sur Lighthouse. This
beacon to generations of sailors sits serenely on the coast and offers a spectacular birds eye view of the island from its
look-out tower 133 steps up. Not a climber? Then stay on ground level and visit the Nautical Museums historical
displays.

Safari out into the sea! Explore the crystal clear waters of the Caribbean in your off-shore beginners snorkel experience.
Your guide will lead you out of this world and into another as you discover the bright tropical fish and amazing array of
sea life Cozumel has to offer. When the fins and mask come off, lie in the white sand, soak in the sun and take in your
exotic surrounding. Another day, another adventure you wont soon forget!

Minimum age to snorkel is 8 years old. Medical restrictions apply. Beer will only be served after snorkeling portion of
tour.

CZAO - Dune Buggy Beach & Snorkel Combo

PRICE: ADULT: 86.00 / CHILD: 86.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

During this tour you will journey around the island in a customized Dune Buggy convertible (4 guests per car). From the
town of San Miguel, past the tourist- filled hotel district, to the natural terrain of the eastern coast and even snorkeling in
the ocean you will be shown the diverse regions and exotic beauty of Cozumel.

Your trip will take you to the white sands of a secluded beach located on the eastern shore. You can play games in the
sun, take a refreshing dip in the sea or sit in the shade of an umbrella and enjoy the Mexican snack buffet. 

Your tour includes an off shore beginner's snorkel experience where you can swim in the crystal clear waters of the
Caribbean. The PADI certified guides will provide snorkeling gear, safety tips and instruction before leading you out to
see the colorful tropical fish and delightful array of sea life Cozumel has to offer. When it's all over you'll head back into
town where you may either return with the tour to your ship or be left off in Cozumel to do some shopping on your own.
(Return taxi fare not included. Option available as time allows, depending on tour return time and your ship's departure
time.)

Must be 21 with a valid driver's license to drive. Minimum age to snorkel is 8 years old. Expecting mothers are not
allowed to participate. Medical restrictions apply: for complete details please visit the Shore Excursions Desk.

Note: Due to hurricane damage, the tour will no longer drive all the way around the island but instead there will be a 20
minute drive on the Eastern coastal road to Punta Morena Beach. Bug spray is highly recommended during the rainy
season.
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CZAR - 4 x 4 Caverns & Beach

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 72.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

A magical experience: A mysterious Mayan cavern and a beautiful Caribbean beach. Come try a piece of Paradise in
the Riviera Maya!

You’ll find the perfect combination on this tour. Explore ancient caverns and enjoy white sandy beaches, both places
co-exist in the most exciting vacation destination in the Caribbean: the “Riviera Maya.” The adventure begins as you
board your 4x4 vehicle, gear up and drive through the town of Playa del Carmen in to the lost Mayan World.

Your first stop is to explore the mystical cavern. Your bilingual guide will lead you through a hidden underground
world to discover natural formations such as stunning stalagmites and stalactites at every turn. You will also have
the unique opportunity to swim in the crystal clear water of the blue “Cenote” or sinkhole, to get a close glimpse of
these natural wonders.

After the cavern, you’ll head to a charming restaurant on beautiful “Xpu-Ha” beach for a taste of genuine Mexican
hospitality with lunch in Paradise. On the endless white sands you can enjoy playing a game of volleyball, relaxing in
hammocks, sunbathing in the beach chairs, taking a romantic walk, or swimming in the blue Caribbean Sea.

Note: This tour takes place on the Mexican mainland, and involves taking the ferry across the water both before and
after the tour. The ferry ride to and from Playa del Carmen takes about 45 minutes each way. Please note that,
inclement weather and rough seas may cause seasickness on the ferry ride, so guests should take the necessary
precautions.

CZAS - Clear Kayak Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 64.00 / CHILD: 46.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Treat yourself to an amazing adventure! See the Caribbean from a totally unique point of view; gliding over the coral
reef in your Clear Kayak. This is the ultimate dry snorkel experience! 

Youll have a great view of the beautiful tropical landscape as you paddle your 2-person kayak away from shore, out
into the Caribbean. Look down through your transparent kayak to see an amazing underwater world. Paddle as you
peek in panoramic view at brilliant tropical fish swimming through fascinating coral reef formations right beneath
you. 

When your unique journey over the sea is done, put on a mask and fins and head down under the sea. Your guide will
lead you back out to the reefs for a closer look at Cozumels marine life in an inspiring snorkel excursion and a great
opportunity to take underwater photos.

Ready for a rest? Then return to the beautiful beach facilities to soak up the sun, swim in the pool or relax in the
shade of an umbrella. Take advantage of a complimentary drink and fruit plate, or if youve worked up a bigger
appetite, you can order food from the restaurant. When times up, you have the option to either return to your ship or
stay at Playa Uvas and extend your day in this tropical paradise (return to the ship on your own by taxi).

Note: Minimum age to participate is 6 years old. Minimum age to snorkel is 8 years old. Medical restrictions apply.
Due to safety reasons pregnant women are unable to participate. Total weight of both guests cannot exceed 350
pounds.
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CZAU - Xel Ha National Aquarium

PRICE: ADULT: 72.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

An exciting and refreshing adventure awaits you at the sacred Mayan paradise, Xel-Ha. In this natural lagoon, you can
experience some fabulous snorkeling in a tropical aquarium and view an amazing variety of multi-colored fish and
tropical marine life.

Your adventure begins as you board an air-conditioned bus and take a scenic drive to Xel-Ha. Your English-speaking
guide will give you some information about the Yucatan area and what you can expect to see and do at Xel-Ha. When
you arrive at Xel-Ha, your guide will escort you through the park and show you where all the facilities are located. Then
you are on your own to enjoy independent time to swim, snorkel or relax at this beautiful lagoon.

This lagoon was sacred to the Mayans and today it is a major attraction for snorkeling due to the clarity of the lucid
waters. Xel-Ha offers a collection of coves, caves, inlets and lagoons. Both the Caribbean Sea and the network of
underground rivers and springs feed this area, filling the lagoon with both salt water and fresh water. 

Rent snorkel equipment at Xel-Ha for an incredible adventure in the lagoon or just take a refreshing swim, walk the
jungle paths, stroll the beach, relax in a lounge chair and soak up the sun. (Snorkel equipment is not included in this
tour, but can be rented in Xel-Ha.) Xel-Ha has restrooms, changing facilities, fresh showers plus gift shops and
restaurants. Afterwards, relax and enjoy a complimentary cold soft drink in the comforts of your air-conditioned bus

CZAV - Adventure Park, Zip Line, & Snorkel Combo

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

A short taxi ride brings you to the exclusive beachside adventure park where expert guides will outfit you with a
harness, helmet, and climbing shoes. Then its off to play amongst the 6 spectacular adventure towers. You can fly
through the air on a zip-line, cross between the towers on exciting suspension bridges, walk the raised balance beams,
attempt any of the 70 climbing routes, and rappel off the highest climbing tower in Mexico while your friends and family
cheer you on! This adventure is perfect for all abilities, no previous experience is necessary!

Next you will be given state of the art snorkel gear and guided into the crystal clear water that Cozumel is famous for.
This is one of Cozumels premier snorkeling areas with thousands of colorful fish and amazing underwater views
accessible right off the beach! Savor an icy cold beverage or delicious snack from the beachside bar and restaurant, or
lounge by the pool in the sun. You are welcome to stay and enjoy the private beach, snorkel gear, and other amenities
for as long as you would like!

Notes: Please bring your swimsuit, towel, and socks. Return Transportation will be arranged at your convenience.
Minimum age to participate is 8 years of age.

CZAW - Deep Sea Fishing

PRICE: ADULT: 139.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Cozumel and its nutrient rich waters attract some of the best sportfishing in the Caribbean. Fisherman and their yachts
arrive from all destinations to try their luck and skill at catching a big Blue Marlin, white Marlin, or sailfish. Common
catches are Tuna, Sierra, Dorado, Wahoo and Barracuda. Bring your enthusiasm and a little luck and leave the rest to
your Captain and crew to catch your prize. All billfish are catch and release. 
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You'll be briefed prior to departure regarding sea conditions and chair rotation. The fleet of 31-foot Island Hoppers
are ideal for Caribbean style fishing. All the boats are rigged with downriggers and outriggers and all lines will be
rotated throughout the tour. Your trip includes beverages (beer, soda or water), a snack, rods and reels, bait tackle,
and ice.

Minimum age to participate is 8 years old.

CZAX - Deluxe Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 54.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

Spend your day sunbathing on sandy beaches and swimming in the turquoise waters of the Mexican Caribbean.

This tour has been designed to give you a worry free day at one of Cozumel's finest Beach Clubs. Transportation to
and from the Beach Club, full domestic open bar, an international buffet, and fun attractions will be at your disposal. 

Your tour will begin as you are greeted on the pier and escorted to your air-conditioned bus for a comfortable ride to
Playa Mia Grand Beach Park. Upon arrival, you will be pampered by the friendly staff who will let you know of the
club's amenities such as beach chairs, beach umbrellas, hammocks, non-motorized water toys like kayak, Hobiecats,
pedal boats, water trampolines, the incredible Water Iceberg, and games such as ping pong tables and basketball.

Your staff will invite you to play some fun games or you may want to try some of their motorized water toys, which
are available at nominal fees. Of course, at any time, you'll be served your favorite soft drink or cocktail and when
you feel a little hungry you'll enjoy a delicious buffet served under the Palapa. Outdoor massage service, hair
braiding, temporary tattoo parlor, and a Mexican souvenir shop are available as well.

CZAY - Deluxe Reef Snorkeling and Beach Combo

PRICE: ADULT: 76.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

On this tour you’ll enjoy two of Cozumel’s best attractions. First, you will take a boat ride to two of the most beautiful
dive sites of Cozumel’s National Marine Park: Paraìso and Dzul Ha Reefs. There you’ll drift snorkel and discover the
exotic reef fishes, the magnificent coral formations and countless marine life that these spectacular reefs have to
offer. Your PADI certified dive masters will provide you with professional snorkeling equipment and advise you on
how to fully enjoy your snorkeling experience. After snorkeling and while you enjoy a scenic boat ride with a soft
drink or a tasty cocktail from the open bar, you’ll be taken to one of the finest Beach Clubs in Cozumel: Playa Mìa
Grand Beach Park.

At Playa Mìa, you’ll enjoy a delicious buffet lunch. Afterwards, you will have plenty of time to relax and enjoy the sun
or have fun with the many different activities which are included: the iceberg water mountain, kayaks, pedal boats,
hobiecats, floating mats, inflatable tubes, and much more. You may also visit the mini zoo or try your bargaining
skills at the Mexican souvenir shopping center.

After a fun time at Playa Mìa, let the good times continue with your open bar and music while you enjoy your boat
ride back to the cruise ship pier. 

Minimum age to participate is 10 years of age. Further, please note that this is a drift snorkel, so participants must
know how to swim. Water depth ranges from to 10 to 40 feet.
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CZAZ - Mexican Cuisine Workshop and Tasting

PRICE: ADULT: 74.00 / CHILD: 74.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

Ever wanted to prepare a full course Mexican meal but didn't have that special recipe nor the secrets to its preparation?
Well this tour will give you the opportunity to learn while having a very enjoyable time. 

This totally unique experience with Mexican Cuisine will begin as you are greeted on the pier and then escorted to an
air-conditioned bus for a scenic ride to Playa Mia Grand Beach Park.

Upon arrival, a prestigious Chef will lead you into the art and wonders of cooking fine Traditional Mexican cuisine. You
will have your individual work station with all the ingredients and utensils ready for you to learn the secrets on how to
prepare and serve some of the most delicious recipes from this wonderful culture. A full domestic open bar will be
available for you to enjoy at any time.

Your Chef will assist you every step of the way and answer any questions that you may have. Once food preparation has
been completed, all participants will be served their own creations accompanied by fine Mexican wines and a festive
Mexican atmosphere.

Minimum age to participate is 18 years of age. If you would like to utilize the beach facilities, it is recommended to bring
a swimsuit & towel.

CZB - Tulum/Xel-Ha Combination

PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

Combine a visit to the Tulum Mayan ruins, as described above in tour CZA (Tulum Mayan Ruins Express), with a couple
of hours of relaxation at beautiful Xel-Ha. Xel-Ha is a collection of caves, coves, inlets, lagoons and cenotes filled with a
combination of saltwater and freshwater, fed by both the Caribbean and the region's network of underwater rivers and
springs. You will have approximately two hours of independent time to swim or snorkel in the cove (snorkel gear is
available for rental) or navigate the river, sunbathe, stroll along the beach, or walk through the jungle along paths.
Complimentary cold beverages will be served. At the end of your visit, you will return by bus to Playa del Carmen for the
return ferry ride to the ship.

Note: The ferry ride to and from Playa del Carmen takes about 45 minutes each way. Please note that, inclement weather
and rough seas may cause seasickness on the ferry ride, so guests should take the necessary precautions.

CZBA - Muyil Ruins and Jungle Explorer

PRICE: ADULT: 74.00 / CHILD: 54.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

Explore beautiful Sian Kaán biosphere with its diverse wildlife and jungle paths, which will lead you straight into one of
the oldest Mayan trading cities in the area, Muyil. 

Your exploration begins as you disembark your tender and are met on the pier by your bi-lingual guide and taken to an
air-conditioned bus waiting nearby. During the scenic drive to the biosphere, your guide will give you an introduction to
the history of the area and the Mayan Culture. When you arrive, your guide will lead you onto the jungle paths of Sian
Kaán Biosphere, where you will learn about the various flora and fauna in the region and see it up close and personal.
The bridged path winds through the lush mangroves and massive trees full of vibrant color and variety. As your guide
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narrates information about Sian Kaán, which means “where the sky is born” in Mayan, the abundant beauty and
nature comes to life. Keep your eyes and ears open to experience all of the different sights and sounds around you in
all directions, as the biosphere is well known for its dense vegetation and 336 species of birds living in this sanctuary.
Suddenly, the path opens up to the entrance of the Muyil lagoon, with wide open skies and fresh crystal clear waters,
full of Mangrove high grounds named “peten” and natural water channels. After a brief stop at the lagoon, it’s back on
the trail once more for the return hike down the jungle paths. The trail will lead straight out of the jungle and into an
archaeological site where you will nearly stumble onto an ancient ruin right off of the path.

Once inside the ruins, you will discover the 17-meter high pyramid “El Castillo” and other partially excavated ruins
once used as an ancient trading post. Some of the ruins are partially overgrown with jungle vegetation giving them an
aura of hidden mystery, with the shadows revealing the original designs of this intriguing culture. This site is still
being used today by the indigenous Mayans for different religious and cultural festivities. After the ruins, you will
return to Playa del Carmen where your tender awaits to take you back to your ship.

Note: Minimum age to participate: 10 years of age. The ferry ride to and from Playa del Carmen takes about 45
minutes each way. Please note that, inclement weather and rough seas may cause seasickness on the ferry ride, so
guests should take the necessary precautions.

CZBB - Cozumel Highlights and Shopping

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Cozumel, the largest island in the Mexican Caribbean, is rich in culture and history and is waiting for you to explore
her colorful past and charming present. 

Your journey begins as you board your air-conditioned bus at the ship's pier. Along the way, your English-speaking
guide will give you an interesting narration of Cozumel and its background. Passing by the southern resort area of the
island, soon you will come to the town of Cedral, the oldest settlement in Cozumel.  Once the only existing town on
the island, this quaint village houses not only Cozumel's first church, but also one of the oldest Mayan structures on
the island. Taking a glimpse through the past, you'll view the inside of this small ruin. You will see first-hand how
ancient history has played a major part in Cozumel, keeping the Mayan society alive today.

Next, you will head East to the other side of the island as your guide gives you the interesting history of this
Caribbean jewel and its legacy that brings millions of visitors each year. Cruising the wilder side of the island for a
look at the untamed beaches of Cozumel, you'll see the full spectrum of ocean blues in the waves as you pass by
miles of virgin beaches on your way to El Mirador. You will stop at this popular coastal lookout, which is famous for
its unusual natural limestone formations, for a chance to stretch your legs and take a few photos. 

Afterwards, you'll turn inland once again to experience the flavor of island life in the Caribbean in some residential
areas. Upon arrival in the downtown waterfront, you will get an up close sight of living examples of the islands rich
history and culture in Cozumel's Museum. You will have the option to take your own tour of the Museum's exhibits or
to explore downtown and practice the art of shopping. Your guide will be nearby to answer any questions. After
some time for shopping, you will be given the option to return to your ship aboard the bus or stay and return by taxi
at your expense.

CZBC - Tequila Tasting Seminar

PRICE: ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 82.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

If you ever wanted to get a real taste of the history of Mexico, this is you chance! Tequila is actually the name of a
valley in the State of Jalisco where this potent potable has been made for centuries and continues to be
manufactured. Much like a fine single-malt scotch, there are Tequilas of surpassing quality that are to be similarly
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sipped and savored. And the flavors are every bit as subtle and complex. Even their bottles are often lovely works of art.
Delight yourself with a sampling of these very best Tequilas 8 different types, and a detailed tour of the preparation of
the most famous drink in México. As long as you are able to moderate your imbibing of these tasty tequilas, you will
come back an expert on the subject. Also, you will have plenty of Mexican snacks during the testing. Within a few yards
from the garden party happens to be one of the loveliest beaches in the Caribbean. And you will have some time after
the tasting to stroll along this beach and soak up its beauty.

Note: Minimum age for participation is 18 years old.

CZBD - Jungle ATV Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 25 Minutes Approx.

Trek your way through the Cozumel jungle for a unique ATV adventure and encounter the ancient holy grounds where
the Mayans once dwelled thousands of years ago. The essence of their spirits still lingers in the legacies of Mayan
temples. These temples were left to ruin while the land around them surrendered to the ever-growing jungle.  Now you
will be the one to discover these relics hidden, but not forgotten, over the last century.

Your adventure begins as you are transported by bus or van from the small town of San Miguel. Then the bus will arrive
at the Welcome Station where you will find your All Terrain Vehicle and gear (helmets and goggles), while your bilingual
guide briefs you on the road rules for safety and what you may expect to see (also you will see a video with the security
information). The journey starts as you drive through winding, narrow paths that leads into the dense Cozumel jungle
and the ancient past of the Mayans.

You will arrive at the ancient Mayan burial grounds that have not been excavated and are in their natural state, just as
they were discovered by Spanish conquerors such as Hernandez de Cordoba and Cortez. Glance upon two original
temples that once held the bodies of Mayan Royalty. You may pass by caves that contain the remains of earlier
explorers. Search for clues that can unlock the history and significance to this long abandoned civilization. Along with
your exploration into the past, you will also witness an original Mayan Well that was used as a source to obtain life
giving water to drink and refresh the body.

Afterwards, you will cruise back through the impenetrable tropical foliage on a spiraling path, keeping your eyes open
for tropical birds and resident critters. The ATV adventure portion of the tour will end back at the Welcome Station
where you will have a chance to use the rest rooms and enjoy a nice cold beverage. Afterwards, board the bus or van
that will take you back to present day and your awaiting ship.

Please Note: You will be exposed to a lot of mud and dirt on this tour. It is considered a strenuous tour. Proper footwear
(no open shoes) is required, tennis shoes, sneakers, or boots are recommended. 

Maximum weight to participate is 360 lbs. Minimum age to operate an ATV is 16 years old with a valid driver's license.
Limited to 1 person per vehicle. Persons with any physical or medical contiditions should not participate due to the
nature of the tour.

CZBE - Mini Jeep Outlander & Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 98.00 / CHILD: 98.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

From the pier, you and your partner will be taken by van transportation to Punta Sur State Refuge to visit this amazing
state refuge. At this point, you will watch salt water crocodiles in their natural environment, see an antique mayan ruin
used as a weather alarm, and also see the still working Punta Celarain Lighthouse. 
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The real adventure begins when you’ll be provided with all your safety gear (helmet, goggles and mouth cover) in
order to be prepared to ride your powerful Yamaha’s 4 x 4 Rhino, a powerful yet safe outlander vehicle. Follow your
guide thru the tropical jungle road, visit secret sand paths in Cozumel Island to arrive at “El Cielo” bay, where its
white sandy beach and some of the best snorkeling on the island is awaiting you (snorkeling gear is included). Swim
at one of the untouched and one of most shallow reefs in the area, full of colorful tropical fishes and incredible sea.

Once you have finished with the beach, you will board your Rhinos and head back to the Lighthouse to return to the
pier.

Note: In order to drive guests must be 21 years old and present a valid driver’s license. Pregnant women and people
with back/neck injuries are not recommended to participate on the tour. People with diabetes heart conditions must
abstain from the snorkeling. The maximum weight for participation on this tour is 300 pounds. The Rhino vehicles
are two passengers vehicles, and driving responsibilities can be shared.

CZBF - Dolphin Encounter in Puerto Aventuras

PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 109.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

You will board the ferry to go from Cozumel to Playa del Carmen (approximately 45 minute ride each way). You will
then have a short transfer to the beautifully secluded marina town of Puerto Aventuras. The Dolphin Encounter
Program in Puerto Aventuras is a unique experience for dolphin lovers that brings you closer to dolphins than you
ever dreamed possible. In the Encounter they focus on allowing everyone to enjoy having the dolphins close up and
personal while our trainers teach you about these amazing animals. During this program you will stand on a waist
deep submerged platform, and you will experience some of the following amazing activities:

The famous Dolphin Kiss, the Swim By, the Tail Walk, the Song, High Bow jumps, the Spray and many entertaining
and educational behaviors!! 

Note: You will also have free time to enjoy Discovery Beach and snorkeling at their leisure. Total amount of time
spent with the Dolphins is approximately 30 minutes.

CZBG - Dolphin Swim in Puerto Aventuras

PRICE: ADULT: 145.00 / CHILD: 145.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

You will board the ferry to go from Cozumel to Playa del Carmen (approximately 45 minute ride each way). You will
then have a short transfer to the beautifully secluded marina town of Puerto Aventuras. 

This program was created especially for you and the dolphin to share a series of sensational and safe activities while
establishing a unique bond of trust. The dolphin greets you with a handshake, a kiss on the cheek, and lets you kiss it
as well. Later, you will get close and personal with your new friend while it takes you on a belly-ride. At the end, you
will be able to enjoy moments of great spontaneity during your free time together. It is an unforgettable experience! 

Note: Minimum age for participation is 8 years old.
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CZBH - Cozumel Off Road Kart Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Get off the beaten path, this adventure is a wonderful opportunity for the family to enjoy time together. You will
experience fun and excitement at its utmost quality during a truly off road experience.

Your adventure begins as you’re greeted by your guide at the pier, after a short ride you will arrive to the welcome
station, where your kart awaits. After a brief safety instruction, it is time to strap on your seat belt and helmet and drive
this fun machine through winding narrow paths across the Mayan jungle towards a Hidden beach. Once there you will
have time to rest and relax for a while as you enjoy a light snack and refreshments.

After your break, it is time to go back to the cruise ship pier with still time to go shopping, to end a day full of
excitement.

Note: The minimum age to drive a Kart is 16 years old, with a valid driver's licensce (must be shown to tour operator
upon tour departure). The minimum height for participation is 50 inches, maximum height is 6 feet. The maximum
weight is 200 pounds, and the maximum combined weight is 330 pounds.

CZD - Xcaret Eco-Archeological Park

PRICE: ADULT: 88.00 / CHILD: 66.00 USD

DURATION: 8 Hours Approx.

Xcaret offers so many exciting adventures in one location, you will want to do them all! The adventure begins after a 45
minute ferry ride from Cozumel to Playa del Carmen, where you'll board buses for a 20-minute drive to Xcaret. After
arrival at the park, a guide will give you an orientation of the facilities before you set off to explore the park. 

Take a Mayan swim, an unbelievable experience floating for 30 minutes on the surface of an underground river. Enjoy a
dip in the Caribbean sea, in lagoons, natural pools, channels, and cenotes. Dive into the inlet and explore the
archeological site. Browse through a botanical garden and nursery, visit the wild bird-breeding aviary or wonder at
exhibits in the Museum of Mayan Archeological Sites. Lunch is on your own, but numerous restaurants are available on-
site, ranging from fresh seafood, Mexican dishes or snack bar items. All too soon it will be time to re-board the bus. At
Playa del Carmen, you'll board a ferry for a late afternoon return to the ship.

Note: Children under 5 years of age are free.

The ferry ride to and from Playa del Carmen takes about 45 minutes each way. Please note that, inclement weather and
rough seas may cause seasickness on the ferry ride, so guests should take the necessary precautions.

CZF - Palancar Reef Snorkeling By Boat

PRICE: ADULT: 44.00 / CHILD: 44.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

The adventure begins as you board your snorkeling boat for the ride to one of the most popular reefs in Cozumel. This
incredible coral formation is located in 15 to 20 feet of water and offers you a unique look at Cozumel's beautiful and
unusual marine life. On the way to the reefs, the crew will review safety tips and use of the equipment. Mask, fins,
snorkel, and safety vests are provided for those that do not bring their own equipment. This tour is recommended for
advanced snorkelers only. Complimentary soft drinks are offered after snorkeling. 
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Please note that if weather and/or water conditions do not permit snorkeling at this reef, another site may be
substituted closer to shore for the safety of guests. The local operators have sole discretion in this regard. Guests
must be a minimum of 10 years of age to snorkel.

CZG - Cozumel Island & Playa Mia Beach

PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Once aboard the buses, you will travel to the historic Mayan Ruins of San Gervasio, hidden in the heart of the island.
The guide will give you a fascinating account of this highly advanced and tragically eliminated civilization, as you
wander among the shady vestiges of history. The next leg of the tour will take you on a scenic island tour and to
Playa Sol Beach. During your stay at the beach, you will be provided with one complimentary drink, such as
Margarita, Rum Punch, Mexican Beer, Rum and Coke, or Coca Cola. There is also an extensive beach area for sunning.

CZH - Playa Mia Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 28.00 / CHILD: 18.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Take a break at the fabulous Playa Mia Grand Beach Park. The beach is located approximately 10 miles from the
town, so just take a taxi to Playa Mia Grand Beach Park. Arriving at Playa Mia, you will be directed to the activities
desk where you will be greeted and given an orientation package. Included in your ticket is an open bar, use of the
beach, pool, kayaks, sunfish sailboats, beach floats and a large water trampoline. Kindly note there are only a limited
number of water toys. Restrooms with changing facilities and freshwater showers are available for your convenience.
Take it as easy or as active as you want. Your stay is at your own discretion and a Mexican style buffet is available at
an extra cost should you feel a little hungry. You decide how long you want to stay and when you are ready to leave,
taxis will be available in the parking lot.

Don't forget your towel, swimsuit, sun hat, and sunscreen. One-way taxi fare is approximately $15.00 per taxi. Taxis
hold up to four persons.

Note: Other activities are available at extra cost. However, participation is at guest's own risk and Royal Caribbean
International cannot be held responsible for guests deciding to avail themselves of such activities. Participation in
any activity is solely at the discretion of the guest.

CZI - Beach Escape & Fiesta Cruise

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

The party boat offers live music, games and an open bar with Margaritas, Rum Punch or soft drinks. Come on board
the famous triple deck boat for a fun filled time. Part of the adventure is a stop at the popular Playa Mia Beach, where
the party boat stays for an hour and a half. Here, you will be able to sunbathe, participate in beach games or swim.
Don't miss this Mexican party. 

Note: The duration of the tour will be determined by where the ships are docked. If docked at the Tourist Pier, the
duration is approximately 4 1/2 hours. If docked at the Downtown Pier, the duration is approximately 5 1/2 hours.
Further, guests under the age of 21 must be accompanied by an adult.
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CZJ - Cozumel Semi-Submersible

PRICE: ADULT: 46.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Travel through the sea in a unique craft featuring seats that sit below water level with glass panels for viewing. Within
minutes of leaving the dock, you will cruise over a sunken airplane, originally placed there during the filming of a movie.
Then cruise over Paraiso Reef, where you will see colorful coral formations and fish through the glass panels in front of
you. Don't miss this great opportunity to see Cozumel's underwater world without getting wet.

CZK - Atlantis Submarine

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Experience why Cozumel is one of the top five dive destinations in the world. After a short ferry ride, board the high-
tech, air-conditioned Atlantis submarine. At a depth of approximately 90 feet, glimpse the unique underwater paradise
while you explore the underwater world near Chankanaab, a protected marine park. Marvel at the huge variety of
tropical fish, including parrotfish, grunts, and grouper, as your Captain expertly navigates through magnificent 30-foot
coral heads. Throughout your voyage, the experienced co-pilot provides an informative, live narration. Don't forget your
camera!

Note: Guests must be at least 3 feet tall to participate. This is a 40-minute dive.

Minimum Age: 4 years old.

CZL - Catamaran Sail, Snorkel & Beach Party

PRICE: ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour will take you to Cozumel’s famous reef where you snorkel in the crystal clear waters of the Mexican Caribbean
and see colorful sea-life. The 65 foot state-of-the-art custom built catamaran features a stairway to the ocean, freshwater
showers, a big shaded lounge with comfortable tables and seats, a spacious sun deck, a bar onboard and two restrooms.

After snorkeling, you'll sail along the beautiful coast of Cozumel to Fury’s pristine, private beach. Once at the beach,
take a friend kayaking, relax on a float in the warm waters or swing in a hammock. Don’t forget to enjoy your
complimentary ice cold beers and delicious Margaritas! Lunch is also available for an additional cost.

Finally, as you ride the waves back to your ship, the catamaran’s friendly crew will have you dancing on deck to classic
Beach Party tunes!

CZM - Horseback Riding Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Saddle up and join in an unforgettable ride through the jungles of Cozumel. After a 30-minute drive to the southeast side
of the island, you will arrive at Buena Vista Ranch. Here, horses are assigned and instructions are given. Then, with your
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guide, follow the trail through the jungle. Listen to the guide's explanation of Mayan history and customs while
passing ruins and caves dating back 1,500 years. The last stop will be at the Cantina for a soft drink or beer. Happy
trails! 

Note: No pregnant women are allowed. Long pants are recommended. Further, the minimum age to participate is 12
years of age and not over the age of 65.Maximum Weight: 240 lbs.

CZN - Island Jeep Off Road Snorkel Experience

PRICE: ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 92.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Get off Road! Start your engines and join the caravan as you explore the beautiful and rugged terrain of Cozumel in
this 4 x 4 tour with a beach break and snorkeling opportunity. Drive your 4x4 (4 per car) through town toward the
eastern, more secluded side of the island where your guide will lead you off the paved road and onto Cozumels best
kept secret an ancient and bumpy path into the north, once traveled by the Mayans and now accessible only by 4x4
vehicle. Its a wild time to drive your jeep over sand and jagged limestone pavings through the mysterious greens of a
tropical jungle. After about 20 minutes youll head back to the paved coastal road and on to the white sands of
Pelicanos beach where a Mexican snack buffet awaits you. Grab a plate and relax under the shade of an umbrella,
wade in the water or play a game of Volleyball. Theres plenty of time to unwind and soak in the sun. But thats not all.
Get in gear for a glimpse beneath the surface of the sea. Your tour includes an off shore beginners snorkel
experience. Jump into the waters of the Caribbean to see the colorful tropical fish and delightful array of sea-life
Cozumel has to offer. 

This tour requires some driving on uneven and bumpy roads, thus this tour is not recommended for pregnant
women or guests with back problems. Medical restrictions apply.

Note: Guests planning to drive must bring a valid driver's license and be 21 years or older. All vehicles have manual
transmissions and must remain with the group throughout the tour. Minimum age to snorkel is 8 years old.

CZO - Passion Island Escape

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 35.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

Escape to a secluded beauty of a private tropical island. A beach paradise, known as Passion Island. Passion Island is
a great place to relax and enjoy the Caribbean at its best! The day begins when you are met by an English speaking
guide at the pier. Your guide will offer a brief overview of Cozumel and Passion Island on the 35 minute air-
conditioned bus ride toward the pier at Bahia Ciega (Blind Bay). Here you cross to Passion Island on a motorized
tender ferry (10 min.). Once in paradise you are invited to submerge yourself in a world only available to cruise ships
guests. On Passion Island you will find tropical palm trees, pine trees, hammocks, lounge beds, picnic tables, a
variety of beach games including beach volleyball, shallow water and white sandy beach that you may never forget.
You can find the perfect spot to spend the day at this beautiful tropical island. Rustic showers as well as beautiful
dressing rooms and rest rooms are found within the island.

A buffet of fresh grilled fish, barbecued chicken, green salad, Mexican salsa, guacamole, chips, tortillas and fresh
tropical fruit salad bar is included. At your service will be a domestic open bar including ice-cold beer, margaritas,
rum punch, various mixed drinks. Non-alcoholic beverages such as soft drinks, purified water will be served with
purified ice throughout your stay on Passion Island.Maximum weight to participate is 350 lbs.
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CZQ - Cozumel Snuba Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Finally, there is a way to enjoy the underwater breathing experience of scuba diving with the ease and simplicity of
snorkeling. It's called Snuba and it's perfect for those who enjoy snorkeling but are not ready for scuba diving. After a
short drive to a beach, you'll have an orientation in Snuba. With your PADI certified dive master, you'll then enter the
water from the beach where you'll become familiar and comfortable with the breathing equipment. Then enjoy
approximately 20-30 minutes under the crystal-clear Mayan Caribbean waters exploring the beautiful Dzul-Ha reef. At
the conclusion of your water experience, transportation will be available to take you back to the ship.

Note: The Minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are pregnant.

CZT - Cozumel Helmet Dive

PRICE: ADULT: 92.00 / CHILD: 78.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Helmet diving is the easiest and most comfortable way to explore underwater. It’s as simple as walking and breathing. A
space age helmet sits comfortably on the participant’s shoulders while a continuous flow of air provides breathing with
ease. 

Using this space-age technology even non-swimmers can experience the beauty of the underwater water world and get a
“fish-eye” view of a real pearl farm! The staff will stay with you every step of the way, as you view beautiful tropical fish,
and of course, the largest experimental pearl farm in the entire Caribbean!!

Your hair doesn’t get wet and you can even wear prescription glasses. The maximum depth is approximately 20 feet. A
guide wears a helmet while 2 divers in scuba gear remain with the group. 

You’ll be met at the gangway and then escorted to taxis for a five-minute ride to the Pearl Farm. You’ll learn the whole
story of pearl farming in Mexico using the unique Rainbow lipped Pearl oyster. Learn the real facts including the biggest
lie ever: the “grain of sand theory” as to how pearls are formed and harvested.

Afterwards, the professional guides will provide a briefing, review safety procedures and describe the tour. The
underwater helmet walking portion is approximately 25 minutes. After the tour, you will be able to enjoy unlimited use
of snorkel equipment and have an opportunity to purchase uniquely styled pearl jewelry. You’ll also find yourself within
walking distance to downtown Cozumel and shopping centers. 

Note: The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. Clothing suggestions:  bathing
suit, a towel, a change of clothing in the form of beach wear and sun protection. Pregnant women are not able to
participate on this tour.

CZU - Unlimited Beach Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

On arrival, participants are welcomed with a short briefing by a PADI instructor on snorkeling and safety.
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Climbing down a stairway, snorkelers enter the water at a depth of approximately 3 feet, before starting out on their
45-minute tour. Reaching a maximum depth of twenty feet, many varieties of marine life can be observed. Brain, Star,
Pillar and Seafan Corals abound as do Parrot, Butterfly and Angel Fish. Skin Diver magazine has rated the waters
surrounding the island as one of the top three diving destinations in the world.

All equipment is provided, but you should bring your own towel. A parent or guardian must accompany children.
Guests considering joining this tour should be in excellent health and make themselves aware of the physical, age
and fitness requirements before making a valued judgment as to whether to participate.

Minimum Age: 8 years old.

Note: The use of transportation is dependent on which pier the vessel is docked at in Cozumel.

CZV - Catch the Wave Snorkel Safari

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

The Catch the Wave adventure begins the moment you step aboard the 100-foot Princesa Maya, and set sail for one of
the reefs off Cozumel Island. Whether you want snorkeling, sun or music, this trip has it all. On its three decks, there
is an air-conditioned open bar serving unlimited ice-cold Corona beer, tropical cocktails, along with frozen
margaritas and daiquiris. There is a snorkel and water activity deck where all your snorkel equipment and any
required instruction is provided by the friendly crew. There are sundecks, a well-equipped boutique and even full
restrooms, with hot and cold-water showers topped off with complimentary towel service. Also included, is a glass
bottom boat, available for tours anytime throughout your day. After water activities are over, the vessel cruises
along the scenic coastline to downtown Cozumel, where you can choose to disembark and enjoy the rest of your day
shopping or exploring the many sights offered there. Along the way people can visit the bridge and talk to the captain
or have a guided tour through the impressive engine room. Choose Catch the Wave, an excellent combination of fun
and sun, to make this vacation one to remember. Mexican snacks, bottled water, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages
(after completing snorkeling) are included as well as all snorkeling equipment.

CZVA - Catch the Wave Undersea Bond Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 78.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

The Catch the Wave adventure begins the moment you step aboard the 100-foot Princesa Maya, and set sail for one of
the reefs off Cozumel Island. Whether you want snorkeling, sun or music, this trip has it all. On its three decks, there
is an air-conditioned open bar serving unlimited ice-cold Corona beer, tropical cocktails, along with frozen
margaritas and daiquiris. There is a snorkel and water activity deck where all your snorkel equipment and any
required instruction is provided by the friendly crew. There are sundecks, a well-equipped boutique and even full
restrooms, with hot and cold-water showers topped off with complimentary towel service. Also included, is a glass
bottom boat, available for tours anytime throughout your day. After water activities are over, the vessel cruises
along the scenic coastline to downtown Cozumel, where you can choose to disembark and enjoy the rest of your day
shopping or exploring the many sights offered there. Along the way people can visit the bridge and talk to the captain
or have a guided tour through the impressive engine room. Choose Catch the Wave, an excellent combination of fun
and sun, to make this vacation one to remember. Mexican snacks, bottled water, soft drinks and alcoholic beverages
(after completing snorkeling) are included as well as all snorkeling equipment.

This tour combines all the amenities of the Catch the Wave Snorkel Safari, as stated above, with the thrill of exploring
the world beneath the waves on a BOND, a single person self-contained submersible vehicle. 

Minimum age: 12 years old.
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CZVT - Cozumel Power Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 40 Minutes Approx.

Just when you thought that you have seen and tried everything that can be done with snorkeling, the Power Snorkel
Experience was developed. Come and enjoy the fun and freedom of flying underwater. From the novice to the advanced
swimmer, this tour is designed to give you a pleasant and secure experience as you marvel at the exquisite marine life
below.

Safe, fun and environmentally friendly, your Tiger Ray Aqua Scooter will give you a new level of mobility and adventure,
in depths between 3 and 20 feet. Enjoy the most spectacular views of coral formations and myriad of tropical fish that
stretch to the shore line.

Your adventure begins when you are greeted at the pier and transported by taxi to your snorkel location. There, you
will receive in depth information on how to use the Aqua Scooter and snorkel equipment by your PADI Certified Dive
Master.

Then you're off to enjoy the incredible views below the beautiful Caribbean. Skim around near the surface faster than
you can swim and then dive to take a closer look. The Aqua Scooter will take you to new depths of discovery. You may
view the brain, star and pillar coral. There are sea fans and giant sea whips waving their greetings. Marine life is all
around such as the parrotfish, the butterfly fish, the angelfish and on occasion, you may catch a glimpse of an eagle ray.

After you enjoy this magnificent combination of technology and nature, you may enjoy the beach and relax before you
get ready to take your taxi back to the pier.

Minimum age to participate is 12 years of age. Maximum weight to participate is 240 lbs.

CZW - Segway Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

You have seen them on television and in print, now it is your opportunity to experience the future and ride the most
exciting human transport vehicle around today, the SEGWAY. 

Meet your guide at the pier and follow them a short distance to the starting point. An orientation, operating instructions
and a safety briefing will be provided by professional guides. After a practice session with your Segway follow the guide
on a scenic bike track that parallels the Caribbean Sea to a beach.

Upon arrival, your guide will provide an orientation to the park and the many activities that are available, such as
snorkeling, visiting the botanical garden or simply relaxing on the man-made beach. The tour provides entrance into the
park, guided snorkeling tour (snorkeling gear is included) and soft drinks such as purified bottled water and sodas are
served along the Segway ride. Enjoy the park for as long as you like, as a taxi coupon will be provided so you can return
to the ship.

Note: For your safety you must be able to walk unassisted and without any orthopedic device to participate on the tour.
The minimum age to participate is 12 years old and the maximum age limit is 65 years old. The minimum weight limit is
100 pounds and the maximum weight is 250 pounds. The minimum height to participate is 36 inches. A towel and
adequate sun protection is recommended.
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CZZ - Cozumel Country Club

PRICE: ADULT: 155.00 / CHILD: 155.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

You probably thought that the Isle of Cozumel was just for diving. We are proud to introduce Cozumel's first WORLD-
CLASS CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF COURSE. Cozumel Country Club is a Nicklaus design, 18-hole Championship Golf
Course under management by ClubCorp International. The course totals 6,816 yards from the back tees. The Club
incorporates the natural habitats of the Island in its design and construction. The course is built around Cozumel's
native trees, red Mangroves and natural wetlands in order to preserve ecologically sensitive areas.

Note: Price includes green fees, transportation and shared golf cart.Club rental $29.00 per person; Shoe rental $14.00
per person - Prices are not part of the golf package and are subject to change at anytime. Payable at the golf course
only.  PRICE VALID 10/01/05 - 09/30/06. 18 HOLES/PAR72/6,816 YARDS/10 MIN. FROM PORT.

ZDA - Scuba Dive With Equipment

PRICE: ADULT: 95.00 / CHILD: 95.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience some of the best drift diving Cozumel has to offer on your first dive at the Palancar reef, known for its
spectacular coral formations. Your second dive will be captain's choice, guaranteed to be teeming with tropical fish,
lobsters and moray eels. All of the dive locations are within the Palancar National Reserve. Everything within its
boundaries is strictly hands-off. Take only pictures and leave only bubbles. This is limited to certified divers who
have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to
participate. This tour is only offered on certain ships.

Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Equipment package includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins, and
snorkel. 

Minimum Age: 12 years old.

ZDB - Scuba Dive Without Equipment

PRICE: ADULT: 80.00 / CHILD: 80.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience some of the best drift diving Cozumel has to offer on your first dive at the Palancar reef, known for its
spectacular coral formations. Your second dive will be "captain's choice", guaranteed to be teeming with tropical
fish, lobsters and moray eels. All of the dive locations are within the Palancar National Reserve. Everything within its
boundaries is strictly hands-off. Take only pictures and leave only bubbles. This is limited to certified divers who
have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to
participate. This tour is only offered on certain ships.

Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. 

Minimum Age: 12 years old.
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ZDC - Discover Scuba Diving

PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

If you have ever wanted to try scuba diving, here's your chance! This tour has been designed for the non-certified diver.
After receiving 45 minutes of instruction and orientation from a PADI instructor, you'll be suited up with full scuba gear
and enter the water directly from the beach. A few minutes are spent in waist-deep water for you to get used to
breathing underwater. You'll then head out with the instructor, who will guide you in the exploration of this new and
amazing world of fish and coral. The dive site reaches a maximum of 25 feet. All equipment is included. Some health
restrictions apply. See your SeaTrek instructor at the Shore Excursion Desk for details. This tour is only offered on
certain ships.

Minimum Age: 12 years old.

ZDE - Parasailing Cozumel

PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD

DURATION: 45 Minutes Approx.

Come fly the skies of Cozumel. This tour will take you up to 400 feet above Cozumel for a breathtaking and memorable
flight. Minimum age is 12 years old. Guests under 16 years of age must fly tandem with parent. Everyone flies tandem.
Maximum combined weight is 375 lbs. This tour is only offered on certain ships.
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George Town, Grand Cayman

GCA - Grand Cayman Highlights & Turtle Farm

PRICE: ADULT: 30.00 / CHILD: 22.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

After joining your driver/guide on the Georgetown landing, your bus will wind its way through the charming town of
Georgetown, the capital of the Cayman Islands. Heading to the northwest part of the island, you'll stop at the town of
Hell, named for its unusual rock formations. Then visit the Turtle Farm, a sea turtle nursery where Green and
Hawksbill turtles are bred and raised. Then continue down Seven Mile Beach for a photo stop at a sandy stretch of
beach. 

Your final stop will be at one of Grand Cayman's famous Rum Cake Centers.

GCAA - Aquaboats & Snorkel Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 84.00 / CHILD: 84.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Experience on-the-water excitement with these two-person Aquaboats, 12’ inflatable motorboats, that are yours to
command on this fun, safe and exhilarating snorkel adventure.

After a short walk from the cruise terminal, your guide will give you basic instruction in the operation of these
incredibly stable craft. Then you’re off! Skippering your own boat, your guide will take you along the picturesque
south coast of the island to Sandy Cay, an uninhabited desert island just off the Cayman coast where you can walk on
the island like a modern-day Robinson Crusoe. Then it’s on to Smith’s Cove, a delightful little bay with an almost
secret beach. Swim and snorkel in the calm waters teeming with fish life or just relax on the beach. Following the
coastline north again, you’ll stop at the ‘Cali’ for a chance to see this ancient shipwreck before returning to the dock,
and heading to Rackams bar for complimentary fruit or rum punch. Life vests, snorkeling equipment and iced water
included.

Note: Life vests are required and all participants must follow guide and safety instructions. Wear swimsuit under
comfortable, appropriate clothing and wear footwear suitable for wet conditions (water socks/sandals), sun block
and sunglasses.

Participants should be in good physical condition. Not recommended for individuals with bad backs and for those
who cannot swim. Pregnant women and children under 12 may not participate in this tour. Guests under the age of 18
must be accompanied by an adult, and guest must be 18 and over to drive the boats.

GCAB - Cayman 4x4 Jeep Wrangler Adventure & Beach Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 67.00 / CHILD: 67.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy a “Get out there” experience as your Cayman adventure sees you setting out on a 4x4 Jeep Wrangler
Adventure. Departing the pier you will be taken to pick up your 4x4 Jeep Wrangler. After a brief orientation you will
depart caravan style traveling North for your first stop at Morgan’s Harbor, where you will take in the beauty of the
North Sound. You will then proceed onto Barkers National Park, Cayman’s Natural Mangroves where en-route you
will see the habitats of the Blue Iguanas. You then arrive at Spanish Bay Reef, were you will be served a refreshing
beverage at the bar and where you may enjoy a quick swim or snorkel at their natural reef..alternatively, you could
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choose to relax by the pool or on the beach. You will then drive through local neighborhoods, driving by the Turtle
Farm and enjoying stops at Hell and a Rum Cake Factory before arriving at the Beach Club Colony, where you will have
approximately two hours to enjoy a swim or snorkel in the azure waters off Seven Mile Beach. Return transportation to
the pier will be via an air-conditioned bus. 

Note: Guests wishing to stay longer at the conclusion of their tour will have to make their own way back to the pier.
Guests planning to drive must bring a valid driver's license. All vehicles have manual transmissions.

GCAC - Butterfly Farm & Nautilus Semi-Sub

PRICE: ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

After a short bus transfer, you will arrive at Grand Cayman's Butterfly Farm for an unforgettable encounter with nature
in all its beauty and diversity. Step into a tropical garden teeming with butterflies from around the globe and prepare to
meet some of the world's most colorful creatures. Observe the life cycle of these fascinating animals from egg to
caterpillar, to chrysalis to butterfly. Your tour guides will entertain you with commentary on the amazing butterfly
habits and the miracle of metamorphosis.

Then it's on to the Nautilus, the most luxurious semi-submarine in the world, to see the spectacular undersea world that
surrounds us. Your expert narrator will tell you the history and mystery of the ghostly shipwrecks, the Cali and Balboa.
At the marine paradise of Cheeseburger Reef, watch in awe as our divers hand-feed thousands of tropical fish right at
your window.

Your tour ends at the tender pier where you are within walking distance of the downtown shops.

GCAE - Kayak, Snorkel, & Beach Experience

PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

From the pier, a short transfer takes you to the water sports complex at Beach Club Colony, where guests will be issued
snorkel gear and two-person kayaks. Kayak and snorkel lessons are available for those who desire them. Once everyone
is familiar with their equipment, the tour leaves from the beach and guests paddle along scenic Seven Mile Beach
towards the official governor's residence. Watch out for the underwater marine life and the luxury hotels and resorts
along the spectacular white sand beach. Enjoy snorkeling among the abundant tropical fish and coral formations at
Governor's Reef before paddling back to the Beach Club Colony where guests may use the beach facilities including the
use of a lounge chair, fresh water showers, and enjoy a complimentary beverage from the bar. After approximately an
hour on the beach, guests are transported back to the pier in Georgetown. Those guests who wish to stay longer may do
so, however transportation back to the town is your own responsibility.

Children under 14 years of age cannot be accommodated on this excursion. As with most water-related activities, guests
should be in good health and physical condition.

GCAF - Turtle Farm & Beach Club Colony

PRICE: ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

This short, general sightseeing tour exposes you to the main attractions of the island. You will depart from the main
town of Georgetown and drive through the island until you reach "Hell." It was so named by a Commissioner, who on
seeing the strange rock formation, declared that "This must be what Hell looks like." It has a small post office from
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where participants can send postcards stamped from "Hell." The tour will then proceed to the Turtle Farm, where
you will have the opportunity of visiting the world's only green turtle breeding farm. They range in size from a few
ounces up to giant and ancient 500 pounders. This is a unique chance to see in close quarters these wonderful
aquatic creatures who have been on earth longer than man. Driving back, a 1 to 1.5 hour stop will be made at the
Beach Club Colony, situated on the famous Seven Mile Beach. Here, participants will be able to avail themselves of
changing facilities, lounger and a free drink. The return transfer to the pier/town is included.

GCAG - Butterfly Farm Express

PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 19.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Prepare yourself for a magical encounter with some of nature's most beautiful creatures. You will be met on the pier
by a friendly staff member who will escort you to your awaiting shuttle bus. Get on board for the short trip to the
mystical world of butterflies at the Butterfly Farm. Your guide will meet you upon arrival at the Butterfly Farm to
escort you into the tropical garden filled with butterflies from around the world. Stroll among the manicured
gardens, ponds and waterfalls among spectacular tropical flowers and over 1,000 colorful butterflies. You will be
surrounded by a myriad of colors as your guide explains the fascinating habits of butterflies. Learn about their
fascinating life and the miracle of metamorphosis. After a guided tour through the complex you will be given free
time to revisit your favorite areas of the complex or relax on the spacious covered porch. Don't forget your camera
for this rare photography opportunity.

GCAH - Cayman Snuba

PRICE: ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 54.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

At last, there is a way to enjoy the beauty of the Caribbean waters without having to be a certified scuba diver. Snuba
provides the ease of snorkeling with the opportunity of being able to breathe underwater without an additional 60
pounds of cumbersome dive gear. You will be transported to our beautiful Snuba facility via bus. Once there, our
dive professionals will train you in the proper procedures necessary to enjoy our tropical underwater paradise.
Seemingly endless quantities of tropical fish and beautiful coral formations may be found in our beautiful waters and
this is the perfect adventure for the entire family.

Note: The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are more than three months pregnant.

GCAI - The Butterfly Farm & Beach Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Prepare yourself for a magical encounter with some of nature’s most beautiful creatures. You will be met on the pier
by a friendly staff member who will escort you to your awaiting shuttle bus. Get on board for the short trip to the
mystical world of butterflies at the Butterfly Farm. Your guide will meet you upon arrival at the Butterfly Farm to
escort you into the tropical garden filled with butterflies from around the world. Stroll among the manicured
gardens, ponds and waterfalls among spectacular tropical flowers and over 1000 colorful butterflies. You will be
surrounded by a myriad of colors as your guide explains the fascinating habits of butterflies. Learn about their
fascinating life and the miracle of metamorphosis. After a guided tour through the complex you will be given free
time to revisit your favorite areas of the complex or relax on the spacious covered porch. Don’t forget your cameras
for this rare photography opportunity. 
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After enjoying the wonder of the butterfly world it’s time to enjoy another of nature’s wonders, the powder white sand
and crystal blue waters of Seven Mile Beach. Enjoy a complimentary welcome drink (Non alcoholic) upon arrival at
Grand Cayman’s newest beach destination “Sea Grape Beach” located on world famous Seven Mile Beach. Relax on your
own personal lounger, take a dip in the refreshing waters or visit the bar & grill for some local specialties.

GCAJ - Trolley Roger

PRICE: ADULT: 24.00 / CHILD: 14.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Grand Cayman, rich in history and folklore of pirates and hidden loot, awaits you on the one and only Trolley Roger.
Your adventure begins as your guide meets you at the pier and directs you to your awaiting trolley. Then it’s time to sit
back, relax and enjoy a leisurely ride through Georgetown as your expert guide relates the entertaining history of the
island and its colorful past. Pass through where original Caymanian style mixes with the heart of Cayman Island’s
financial district. This unique open air trolley will take you past many of the 600 banks, side-by-side with some of the
oldest buildings in Grand Cayman, the central park area and the statue of Grand Cayman's very own National Hero, ‘Mr.
Jim’ Bodden.

The tour will take you to the beautiful residential area of South Sound, where you will see the intricate decoration of old-
time Caymanian houses, nestled amongst a myriad of tropical Caribbean flowers and trees. You will also hear the
entertaining and interesting history of the islands and some of the residents, Mrs. Keppie, the McTaggarts, the
Thompsons, and, of course, tales of some of the more notorious early visitors like Sir Francis Drake, Blackbeard and the
legends of their hidden treasure.

After a short stop at the Cayman Islanders’ favorite beach, Smith's Cove, the journey continues along the scenic coastal
road towards ‘Hog Sty Bay’ and the harbor area, passing McCoy’s Villa where you will have the chance to take a photo of
this immaculately restored house.

The tour ends in the center of Georgetown, where you can pick up some booty of your own at the nearby shops or
return to the nearby cruise ship terminal.

GCAM - Save The Blue Iguana

PRICE: ADULT: 54.00 / CHILD: 54.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

The Grand Cayman Blue Iguana is a giant, blue, plant-eating lizard, unique to the island of Grand Cayman. It is a truly
magnificent creature, deeply linked to the unique tropical wildlife of the Cayman Islands.

You will be met onshore at the Cruise Ship arrival pier in George Town, and will be escorted to a coach for the approx.
45-minute drive to the QE II Botanic Park. During the journey the driver will provide a commentary on passing scenery.
Upon arrival at the QE II Botanic Park, you will be welcomed by the Blue Iguana Recovery Programs tour guide, escorted
into the Visitor Centre, and offered a cold non-alcoholic drink and rest room stop.

You will then be guided along a 500-yard forest trail, which leads to the conservation breeding station for the Grand
Cayman Blue Iguana. The guide will introduce you to a variety of native Caymanian plants and animals during this short
walk.

Once you arrive at the Blue Iguana conservation breeding station, you will be introduced to captive Blue Iguanas living
in breeding pens, and young of various age classes being reared to maturity before release to the wild. The guide will
explain the natural history of the Blue Iguana, and the successful strategies now being employed to encourage the near-
extinct wild population to recover. The station offers many opportunities to photograph and video these noble,
magnificent creatures. For some tours a Blue Iguana Warden will also be on duty at the facility, and may be able to join
the guide briefly in answering guests questions.
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After completing a leisurely circuit of the conservation breeding station, you may rest briefly in a shaded area, before
being escorted back along the forest trail to the Visitor Centre. After a brief restroom stop, you will continue to the
Park's color garden and lake area, where a number of released Blue Iguanas have established wild territories. This
section of the tour offers excellent views of the most scenic areas of the Park. Anybody who prefers to rest at this
stage is welcome to remain at the air-conditioned Visitor Centre and gift shop.

The guide will lead you in searching and tracking the free-roaming iguanas, explaining their individual life histories,
relationships and amusing personalities. The number of iguanas seen and the exact route taken will depend on
weather, season, and the unpredictable behavior of these rare and endangered animals. Sightings, though very likely,
can not be guaranteed. You will then return to the Visitor Centre.

At the Visitor Centre you are free to shop in the QE II Botanic Park gift shop, purchase cold non-alcoholic drinks, use
the rest rooms, and rest in the air-conditioned interior or shaded verandah areas, until the coach returns for the
journey back to George Town. The coach will deliver guests back to the George Town waterfront, where they are
ideally positioned to return to their ship, or to explore and shop unguided in central George Town as preferred.

The Blue Iguana Recovery Program operates under the auspices of the National Trust for the Cayman Islands, in
association with both local and international partners. The Trust is a statutory, non-profit, membership-based
conservation organization, with a mission to preserve natural environments and places of historic significance for
present and future generations of the Cayman Islands. See the National Trust Law (22 of 1987) (1997 Revision).

GCAN - Stingray City by Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 139.00 / CHILD: 124.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

What better way to take in the highlights of Grand Cayman than by helicopter! The exhilaration of flying in a
helicopter low over the crystal clear waters will be an experience you will never forget. You will see it all!

Departing the pier, take a quick trip by air-conditioned minibus to the airport where you will be briefed on your flight
before beginning your adventure. The tour takes you on a low flight over the beautiful turquoise waters to the reef.
Hover over Stingray City where you will have a spectacular birds-eye view of the stingrays as they gather and feed on
the sandbar. 

Continue on a low and slow flight toward George Town where you will have the best view not only the famous drop
off wall that makes diving in Cayman waters world famous, but the beautiful stretch of white Powder - the famous
Seven Mile Beach, named one of the top five beaches in the world.

Next, view the grandeur of your Cruise Ship, as she sits magnificently against the beautiful backdrop of George Town.
Hover here and take as many photos as you wish a view of your ship you will not see too often! 

Flying over George Town, the tour turns toward the airport. Once you land, re-board your minibus for the short
transfer back to the pier.

Note: Flight time is approximately 15 - 20 minutes. The order of sights visited may vary. Participation on this tour is
very limited. The maximum weight of each participant must be under 300 pounds.

GCAO - Cruise, Sightsee and Seven Mile Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

You will be able to enjoy a scenic cruise along Grand Cayman's Coastline and theworld famous Seven Mile Beach. You
will then disembark the vessel and be welcomed with a beverage from the bar. Then at your leisure, you will be able
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to take advantage of the powdery white sands of Seven Mile Beach and cool off in the azure waters of the Caribbean sea.
Snorkel equipment, wave runners and parasailing are also available (at an extra charge). There is also a full service
restaurant and bar available on a cash basis, should you so desire.

You will then be collected by bus for your transfer back to the pier with the option of shopping in George Town for gifts
and souvenirs.

GCAP - Thriller Boat Sea & Sand Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 78.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

Get ready for the ride of your life as you board The Grand Cayman Thriller Boat! Feel the power of the engines as this off
shore racing boat pulls away from the dock and accelerates toward a day of fun in the sun. You’ll fly across the water at
speeds of 50-60 mph as you journey South taking in the beautiful shoreline of Grand Cayman. You’ll then race to the
Northwest point past the Turtle Farm before slowing down for a short stop at Grand Cayman’s newest beach
destination, Sea Grape Beach on Seven Mile Beach.

Step down onto the white sand and relax in one of the waiting beach chairs for a little over an hour to enjoy one of
Grand Cayman’s beach destinations. Walk the beach, play in the clear Caribbean waters or try a cold drink at the bar,
the time is your to enjoy, but don’t relax too much because soon it’ll be time to board the Thriller for a heart-pounding
ride back to Georgetown Harbour to enjoy the rest of your day in Grand Cayman. Don’t forget your cameras because
this is one view of Grand Cayman you’ll want to cherish forever!

Note:Pregnant guests or guests with heart conditions or back injuries are prohibited from going on this excursion. This
excursion is not wheelchair accessible and guests should be able to board and disembark the boat on their own. Guests
should also be able to climb down a ladder onto the sand on the beach portion of this excursion. Children are welcome
but no car seats are available. You will receive a chair upon arrival to sea Grape Beach, lockers and beach umbrellas are
available to rent at the beach at extra expense.

GCAQ - Grand Cayman Helmet Diving

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

The Sea Trek Helmet Diving experience is a zero gravity stroll undersea wearing the specially designed Sea Trek
underwater helmet. Air is pumped to the helmets from a state of the art compressor system located at the site. This tour
is fun, but also highly educational and interactive. You are guided through an undersea garden pathway with the
assistance and customer service of several guides while observing the ecosystem. This is the closest experience you
will find to walking on the moon. Sea Trek provides an opportunity for nearly anyone who can walk and breathe to safely
explore the underwater environment, and learn about reef ecosystems and reef conservation. 

You will be guided by qualified and friendly staff at a depth of approximately 25 to 30 feet through an undersea garden
pathway with spires of coral outcroppings reaching near the oceans surface. You hair remains dry, you can wear
prescription glasses and you will breathe comfortably, without the use of a regulator or mouthpiece. The tour is
exciting, educational and interactive and is perfect for the entire family (8 years of age and older). 

Please Note: The Sea Trek tour operates to a maximum depth of 30 feet. Included equipment on this tour are; the dive
helmet, booties and wet suit. Also available for no additional charge are mask, snorkel, and fins, so that you can snorkel
after the tour (time allowing). You may bring their own mask, snorkel, and fins for use, subject to inspection by Sea Trek
instructors for safety purposes.
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GCB - Stingray City & Island Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy a combination tour including world-famous Stingray City and a drive to some of the highlights of Grand
Cayman. View what National Geographic describes as one of the most rewarding experiences in the undersea world
from a semi-submersible. Watch through clear glass windows as divers feed dozens of stingrays. Then re-board your
mini-bus for the short drive to the Cayman Turtle Farm, the only commercial sea turtle nursery in the world. Before
returning to Georgetown, a stop will be made at the town of Hell, where you can view the unusual rock formations. 

Note: The order of the tour may change.

GCC - Grand Cayman Snorkeling

PRICE: ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 34.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This snorkeling tour offers one of the finest Caribbean underwater experiences around. A custom dive boat will pick
you up directly at the cruise ship landing and transport you to a historic shipwreck. The next stop will be at a
beautiful coral reef formation with an abundance of the marine life that Grand Cayman is famous for. Mask, fins,
snorkel and instructions are provided.

Note: Minimum age: 5. Guests 5 to 16 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.

GCD - Stingray City Swim & Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Experience a once-in-a-lifetime adventure snorkeling with stingrays! After a short drive, you will join your snorkeling
boat for the trip out to Stingray City Sandbar. En route, your instructor will give you a briefing on the equipment,
safety tips and details about the stingrays (swim fins are not utilized to reduce sand disturbance). Then wade into
the shallow water, where first-time and experienced snorkelers can become friendly with the Southern Rays. The
rays will glide among the swimmers, giving you an opportunity to touch their satin-like wings and take photographs.
Stingrays favorite food is squid, and you can try your hand at feeding them. You will spend approximately 45 minutes
snorkeling. After a leisurely cruise back to the dock, buses will take you back to the Georgetown landing.

Note: Minimum age: 5. Guests 5 to 16 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.

GCE - Atlantis Submarine

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 49.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience the amazing underwater wonders that have made Cayman famous on board the ultra modern 48-
passenger Atlantis XI Submarine.
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You will cruise in air-conditioned comfort to a depth of 100 feet through colorful coral canyons with amazing sponge
formations and a rich diversity of marine life. An automatic fish feeder periodically releases food for exciting fish action
right outside your large view port. It's a great photo opportunity, so bring your video recorder or camera.

Note: Guests must be at least 3 feet tall to participate. This is a 40 minute dive.

Minimum Age: 4 years old.

GCF - Seven Mile Beach Blast by Helicopter

PRICE: ADULT: 109.00 / CHILD: 94.00 USD

DURATION: 45 Minutes Approx.

Departing the pier, take a quick trip by air-conditioned minibus to the airport where you will be briefed on your flight
before beginning your adventure. The tour takes you on a low flight over the beautiful turquoise water along the
beautiful stretch of white Powder - the famous Seven Mile Beach, named one of the top five beaches in the world.
Continue on a low and slow flight toward George Town where you will have the best view not only the famous drop off
wall that makes diving in Cayman waters world famous. Next, view the grandeur of your Cruise Ship, as she sits
magnificently against the beautiful backdrop of George Town. Hover here and take as many photos as you wish a view of
your ship you will not see too often! Flying over George Town, the tour turns toward the airport. Once you land, re-
board your minibus for the short transfer back to the pier.

Note: This tour is very limited in participation. The order of sights visited may vary. Length of the flight is 7-10 minutes.

GCG - Seaworld Explorer Glassbottom Boat

PRICE: ADULT: 37.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Experience the magic of the Cayman waters in total comfort from five feet below the surface. This unique air-
conditioned craft allows you to glide over some of Grand Cayman's most famous underwater sites. Look out clear glass
windows as you float over a maze of exotic reefs and colorful marine life. View the wrecks of the Cali and the Balboa. On
Cheeseburger Reef, watch in amazement as a diver feeds dozens of tropical fish. Throughout your trip, a narrator will
describe the marine life and history of the Cayman reefs.

GCH - Beach Break With Lunch

PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 22.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Take a break and relax on the beautiful, world-famous Seven Mile Beach, located approximately three miles from
Georgetown. Included in your package is use of the facilities at a Seven Mile Beach hotel, one beverage and a lounge
chair. Also included is a BBQ buffet style lunch. Enjoy the sandy beach and crystal-clear turquoise water. 

Guests arrange their own transportation (Approximately $3.00 USD per person for a taxi ride each way), enabling you to
enjoy the beach at your leisure. 

Note: The hotel does not have a pool.
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GCI - Cayman Pirate Encounter

PRICE: ADULT: 39.00 / CHILD: 31.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

In the 17th century, Grand Cayman was famous for being a safe harbor for pirates and their treasure. Today, many
Caymanians are direct descendants of pirates. You can relive the dangerous, swashbuckling days of long ago when
you sign on for the Cayman Pirate Encounter, a two-hour coastal cruise that takes you back to the days of the pirate.

During the Pirate Encounter, the crew of the Jolly Roger will become the pirates of old with their costumes and
habits. The crew is not only qualified seamen, but also skilled entertainers. From the moment they greet you at the
dock you will step back in time. You will watch in awe as the crew scrambles on the rigging, hoists the sails and fires
the cannon in a mock attack on your cruise ship. You’ll hear pirate tales and swear on oath to the Pirates Creed of
Ethics. This cruise is great for kids of all ages who can fire the cannon, help hoist the mainsail, and make their
brother or sister walk the plank at the end of a very blunt sword. You also enjoy a great swim stop to enjoy the
waters of Grand Cayman.

The Jolly Roger is a two-thirds replica of a 17th century galleon, and is thought to be the same size as Christopher
Columbus’ Nina, which crossed the Atlantic three times. It is an 80-foot, square-rigged sailing galleon with 110 pieces
of working rigging.

GCJ - Seven Mile Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 19.00 / CHILD: 12.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Take a break and relax on the beautiful, world-famous Seven Mile Beach, located approximately three miles from
Georgetown. Included in your package is use of the facilities at a Seven Mile Beach hotel, one beverage and a lounge
chair. Enjoy the sandy beach and crystal-clear turquoise water. 

Guests arrange their own transportation (approximately $3.00 USD per person for a taxi ride each way), enabling you
to enjoy the beach at your leisure. 

Note: The hotel does not have a pool.

GCK - Land & Sea

PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 62.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

This tour incorporates the island's best features above and below the water. Travel in the Nautilus, the most
luxurious semi-submarine in the world, and explore the marine paradise of Cheeseburger Reef and the ghostly,
ancient shipwrecks of the Cali and Balboa. Our expert narrator and fish-feeding divers make it an adventure to be
remembered for a lifetime. 

Then step aboard air-conditioned coaches for a memorable tour along the west bay peninsula. A brief stop at the
Governor's residence located on Seven Mile Beach, one of the worlds most spectacular, then we're off to visit the
world's only green sea turtle farm. Our experienced guides explain all about the tiny hatchlings to the big breeders in
their lagoons. You can even pick up a turtle for a photograph. Our next stop is a visit to Hell, so named for its unusual
rock formations. At sunset, when the orange sun reflects off the water collected in the pools, it resembles a burning
hellfire. This is a favorite stop to mail postcards and have them postmarked from Hell. After a brief stop at one of the
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island's rum cake centers for an opportunity to sample this island delicacy, you'll return to the cruise ship landing,
where you are within walking distance of the downtown shops.

GCL - Nautilus Undersea Tour & Reef Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 45 Minutes Approx.

This tour affords you the unique opportunity to view the undersea world two ways and is ideal for the entire family,
snorkelers and non-snorkelers alike. After a short bus transfer, board the Nautilus, the largest and most comfortable
semi-submersible afloat. This fully narrated tour will take you over famous Cheeseburger Reef where divers will hand-
feed the fish in front of your window. Now it is your turn to try your hand at feeding the fish. Snorkeling from the
spacious deck of the Nautilus, you can expect to see a huge variety of tropical fish including stingrays. Prefer to stay
dry? Watch the action from the comfort of the Nautilus.

GCM - Ultimate Stingray Snuba

PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Go beyond Snorkeling! For those that love to snorkel and are not yet scuba divers this is the ultimate way to visit the
original deep water Stingray City. SNUBA allows you to feel the excitement of Scuba divers without all the heavy
equipment and tanks. You will be taken to the original site located in about 12-15 feet of water in the North Sound. Here
your instructors will prepare you for a visit with the Stingrays. You will be provided with and instructed in the use of
underwater SNUBA gear that will allow you to dive down to depths of up to 15 feet and interact with these gentle giants
of the sea in their natural environment. Your guide will point out other marine life that may include moray eels, lobster,
turtles and many other species. 

Notes: Participants must be able to swim. Don't forget to bring your swimsuit, comfortable clothing, towel, sun
protection, and underwater camera. The minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health.
This tour is not available for women who are more than three months pregnant.

GCN - Cockatoo Sail & Stingray City

PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

A short drive from the pier brings you to the Cayman Island Yacht Club, where participants are greeted by the crew and
ushered on board the sixty-foot racing catamaran, "Cockatoo". Sail the beautiful waters of the North Sound and stop at
Stingray City, for a swim with these incredible creatures. After the swim, it's time to set off again for a wonderful sail
back to the dock.

Minimum age: 12 years old.
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GCO - Rays and Reef Combo

PRICE: ADULT: 66.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

This is a combination of two of the most popular excursions in the Caymans. Stop at the Coral Gardens, to go
snorkeling at one of the most beautiful sites in North Sound. Mask, fins, snorkel and floatation devices are provided.
Enjoy great snorkeling, and if lucky, you may see Hector, the crew's pet moray eel. Depart the Coral Gardens and it's
on to the famous Stingray City, as seen on National Geographic. Enter the water and swim or snorkel with these
wondrous creatures. This is a great way to take in two of Grand Cayman's best natural experiences.

Note: The minimum age is 5 years old. Guests 5 to 16 years of age must be accompanied by an adult. Further, please
note that the average water depth is approximately 10 - 12 feet.

GCP - Cayman Bicycle Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 69.00 / CHILD: 69.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Departing from the dock, guests are transported to the Spanish Bay Reef Resort. On arrival, participants are issued
"Gary Fisher" mountain bikes and safety gear. Departing the resort, the first leg of the trip will take you along quaint
country lanes and roads as you wind your way through the West Bay District of Grand Cayman. Explore the rugged
coastline of Boatswain Bay and the palm covered country lanes of the Cobalt Coast. On the final leg, participants will
have the opportunity to visit the Turtle Farm, the "Hell" Post Office before returning to the Spanish Bay Reef Resort
where refreshments will be waiting. There will be time to relax before returning to the ship via motor coach. 

Minimum Age: 10 years old with parental supervision.

GCR - Stingray City Snorkeling

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Just off Grand Cayman's north shore lies a sand bar, which is inhabited by stingrays. Locals have been feeding these
graceful creatures for years and now they are tame enough for them to eat right out of your hand. You will be able to
don your mask and snorkel and swim amongst these wonderful creatures. This is truly an unforgettable experience,
so book your place early to avoid disappointment. Qualified guides and snorkeling equipment are provided, but do
not forget your swimsuit, towel and suntan lotion. Do not miss this unique opportunity! 

Note: Minimum age: 5. Guests 5 to 16 years of age must be accompanied by an adult.

GCT - 2 Man Bubble Sub

PRICE: ADULT: 198.00 / CHILD: 198.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

The price for this tour is per person with a maximum of 2 guests per Bubble Sub. 
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Upon arrival, you will be greeted by a representative who will take you on a short water taxi ride to the Bubble Sub
platform, located off of world famous Seven Mile Beach. You will be given an introduction about the safety features on
your Sub before hopping inside your totally transparent, 360-degree visibility cabin. Your pilot is a scuba diver
positioned outside of the craft and right behind you, gently guiding you and talking to you as you glide through some of
the best diving sites in the world. You will have the opportunity, if you wish, to try your hand at piloting the Bubble Sub
with its easy to use joystick. You will come as close to the reefs, walls and wrecks under the sea as you would on a scuba
dive - except you wont need to take diving lessons and you'll stay perfectly dry!

Travel beside schools of fish, watch as an eagle ray glides overhead, follow along side a turtle or sneak up on a sleeping
nurse shark. Grand Cayman is the only location in the world where you can experience the thrill and adventure that this
unbelievable vessel has to offer, so book early!

Notes: Minimum age to participate is 4 years of age. Maximum height is 6'8" tall and maximum weight capacity (for 2
guests) is 500 pounds.

Important Note: Minimum to operate tour is 2 guests on each departure. Tour will be cancelled if minimum is not met.

GCU - Island Tour & Turtle Farm

PRICE: ADULT: 36.00 / CHILD: 36.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

After joining your driver/guide on the George Town landing, your van will wind its way through the charming town of
George Town, the capital of the Cayman Islands. After a brief photo stop at the Governor's Residence, you'll stop at
famous Seven Mile Beach where you will have the opportunity to view the entire stretch of white sand beach. Next stop
will be the Old Homestead, a historic Caymanian home which also is depicted on Cayman currency. Then visit the
Turtle Farm, a sea turtle nursery where Green and Hawksbill turtles are bred and raised. Heading to the northwest part
of the island, you'll stop at the town of Hell, the last stop on the tour. The town got its name from the unusual rock
formations. If you mail your postcards from Hell, they will be postmarked mailed from Hell. After your visit, you will
return to the pier.

GCV - Stingray City Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

You will be taken to your Stingray City Snorkeling boat by bus. Once aboard the boat, you will be taken to the famous
Stingray City Sandbar. Here you will be outfitted with a mask and snorkel, and you will then be able to enter the water to
interact with these unique creatures.

Don't forget to bring your swimsuit, towel, and sun protection. This tour is in relatively shallow water (usually 3- 7 feet),
but the depth can change significantly depending on the tides.

Note: Guests 16 years of age and under must be accompanied by an adult.

GCW - Rays and Reef Combo with Lunch

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 68.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours Approx.

This tour combines two of Grand Cayman's most popular excursions along with a beach experience at one of the world's
top 10 beaches, Seven Mile Beach.  Stop at the Coral Gardens to go snorkeling at one of the most beautiful sites in North
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Sound. Mask, fins, snorkel and floatation devices are provided. Enjoy great snorkeling and if lucky, you may see
Hector, the crew's pet moray eel. Depart the Coral Gardens and it's on to the famous Stingray City, as seen on
National Geographic. Enter the water and swim or snorkel with these wondrous creatures. Upon returning from
Stingray City, board a bus for a short transfer to the Beach Colony Club Resort, located on famous Seven Mile Beach.
Enjoy a sumptuous lunch served beneath the palms. After lunch, there will be ample time to swim and relax before
returning to the ship. Your tour includes transportation, snorkeling equipment, beverages, lunch and chaise lounge.
This is a great way to experience Grand Cayman's best natural experiences.

Note: Minimum age: 5. Guest 5 to 16 years of age must be accompanied by an adult. Further, please note that the
average water depth is approximately 10 - 12 feet.

GCX - Reef and Wreck Snorkel

PRICE: ADULT: 28.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Experience Cayman's Underwater Wonderland. Upon arriving on the pier in Georgetown, a short walk will see you
boarding a motor cruiser for a short scenic cruise out to two snorkeling locations. 

The first is a majestic reef system, where you will have a perfect opportunity to swim with multitudes of colorful and
tropical fish and marine life. The adventure continues with a snorkel stop over a shallow ship wreck, providing an up
close encounter with what has become a superb artificial reef system in growth as filmed by National Geographic and
Discovery Channel. All in all, a delightful way to spend your day in Grand Cayman! Restrooms, shade and snorkel
equipment included and provided onboard vessel.

Minimum age to participate is 5 years old.

GCY - Spanish Bay Reef Resort

PRICE: ADULT: 84.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

For those guests wishing to escape the crowds, a day at the Spanish Bay Reef Resort is just for you. You'll be met at
the pier and board an air-conditioned motor coach for a leisurely 20-minute ride through historic Georgetown and
beyond Seven Mile Beach to the pristine marine park at Spanish Bay Reef Resort. On arrival, you will be welcomed
with a refreshing frozen drink. Enjoy this secluded oceanfront resort facing the undersea world's renowned, North
Wall snorkeling paradise! Swim in the pool, relax in the Jacuzzi, swing in a hammock under the pines and soak up the
sun. Your tour includes transportation, open bar, buffet lunch, and use of hotel facilities including snorkeling gear.

Please note that it is strongly recommended that guests wishing to snorkel refrain from consuming alcoholic
beverages until they have completed the snorkeling portion of the tour.

ZGA - Scuba Dive With Equipment

PRICE: ADULT: 119.00 / CHILD: 119.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

To experience the ultimate in Cayman diving, your first dive will be along the famous Cayman Wall, where you will
see huge coral formations and vivid marine life. Your second dive will be on a coral reef or one of the shipwrecks
along Seven Mile Beach. At either spot, you'll enjoy crystal-clear water and colorful fish. This is an experience
certified divers won't want to miss. This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two
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years. Certified divers must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is only offered on
certain ships.

Note: Tank and weights are included for all divers. Equipment package includes regulator, B.C., mask, fins, and snorkel.
Further, the minimum participation age is 12 years old.

ZGB - Scuba Dive Without Equipment

PRICE: ADULT: 99.00 / CHILD: 99.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

To experience the ultimate in Cayman diving, your first dive will be along the famous Cayman Wall, where you will see
huge coral formations and vivid marine life. Your second dive will be on a coral reef or one of the shipwrecks along
Seven Mile Beach. At either spot, you'll enjoy crystal-clear water and colorful fish. This is an experience certified divers
won't want to miss. This is limited to certified divers who have been on a dive within the last two years. Certified divers
must present a valid certification "C" card in order to participate. This tour is only offered on certain ships.

Note: Tank and weight belt are included for all divers. Further, the minimum participation age is 12 years old.

ZGS - PADI Scuba Diver Certification Course

PRICE: ADULT: 249.00 / CHILD: 249.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Most of the world is covered with water. Participate in the PADI Scuba Diver Course onboard and discover what you’ve
been missing. This quick and easy course was designed with the vacationer in mind.

The PADI Scuba Diver program is a wonderful and exciting opportunity to explore the underwater world with the
comfort and safety of having an experienced PADI SeaTrek Dive Instructor beside you every step of the way.
Throughout the course you’ll learn the basics of diving through participation in pool dives, knowledge development
sessions and 2 exciting open water dives in some of the best locations in the world. Upon completion of the short
course, you will be awarded the PADI Scuba Diver certification. PADI certifications are the most recognized forms of
diver education worldwide. Your certification is like a passport, allowing you beginner level access to some of the best
diving in the world. It also allows you to pursue further training in diving. 

While in Grand Cayman enjoy the breathtaking beauty of one of the top diving locations in the world. During your two
open water-training dives with your professional PADI SeaTrek Instructor, you’ll experience the fascinating underwater
world. A short skill assessment will test your knowledge and underwater comfort level. Once you’ve completed both of
these dives, you’re ready to begin a lifetime of underwater adventure!

Price includes: 2 Open Water training dives and all gear; except mask and snorkel. Successful completion of pool and
academic training required prior to the dives, which is conducted on board ship. Scuba equipment is available for
purchase at the SeaTrek Dive Shop on board at tax and duty free prices. 

Duration: 4 1/2 hrs in Grand Cayman and approximately 12 hrs overall including pool dives and knowledge reviews. 

Please print and fill out the attached PADI Medical History Questionnaire. A positive response on the medical history
questionnaire does not necessarily mean you can’t dive, but you will need to consult with your physician prior to
coming onboard. Also attached is the Physicians guide to the Diving Medical. This is a simple guide for your physician
to use to determine if diving is safe and suitable for you. 

Diving is an adventure like no other. Enjoy a fantastic cruise, and enjoy everything the sea has to offer, above and below
the waves. Get out there. Minimum Age: 12 years old.Please note this course is only offered on certain ships.
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Labadee, Hispaniola

ZLA - SeaTrek Arawak Aqua Park

PRICE: ADULT: 15.00 / CHILD: 15.00 USD

DURATION: 50 Minutes Approx.

Come climb the only icebergs at the largest Aqua Park in the Caribbean. Enjoy bouncing on the giant floating
trampolines, water slides, rolling log and many other water toys that will keep you cool while having fun. Space is
limited, so sign up early. Fun for adults and kids. Get out there.

Note: Must be able to swim.

ZLB - SeaTrek Floating Beach Mat

PRICE: ADULT: 10.00 / CHILD: 10.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

This is a great way to just relax and catch some sun in the water or on the beach. This super soft foam mattress is
ideal for the beach or water. The floating beach mat is available all day at your leisure.

ZLC - SeaTrek Waverunner Experience - Driver

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 50 Minutes Approx.

Guided by a SeaTrek instructor, the 50-minute adventure takes you zooming along Labadee's coast for the ride of a
lifetime! This is an adventure you don't want to miss! 

Minimum age to drive is 16 years with a valid drivers license. If under 21 years, must show proof of license. This
booking is valid for driver only. Passengers reserve separately. Maximum 1 driver and 1 passenger per waverunner. 

NOTE: FOR PASSENGER ELIGIBILITY SEE SEATREK WAVERUNNER EXPERIENCE- PASSENGER.

ZLCA - SeaTrek Waverunner Experience - Passenger

PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 29.00 USD

DURATION: 50 Minutes Approx.

Guided by a SeaTrek instructor, the 50-minute adventure takes you zooming along Labadee's coast for the ride of a
lifetime! This is an adventure you don't want to miss! 

A passenger between the ages of 10-15 must be accompanied by a parent or guardian. Minimum age to ride is 10
years old. The maximum combined weight must not exceed 375 lbs. This booking valid for passenger only. Drivers
reserve separately. Maximum 1 driver and 1 passenger per waverunner. Passenger booking must be reserved in
conjunction with a driver booking for the same departure time. 

NOTE: FOR DRIVER ELIGIBILITY SEE SEATREK WAVERUNNER EXPERIENCE- DRIVER.
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ZLD - SeaTrek Parasail

PRICE: ADULT: 79.00 / CHILD: 79.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Come fly the skies of Labadee. This tour will take you up 400-feet above Labadee for a breathtaking and memorable
flight. Enjoy the panoramic scenery of Labadee and the surrounding islands from a birds eye view. Guests between the
ages of 12-15 must fly with a parent or guardian. Minimum age 12 years. Everyone flies tandem. Boat ride will be
approximately 45 minutes to 1 hour. Duration of flight 5 - 6 minutes. Maximum of 375 lbs.

ZLE - SeaTrek Kayak Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 38.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour 30 Minutes Approx.

Enjoy a leisurely paddle through the Bay of Labadee with one of your SeaTrek guides. Learn about the rich and colorful
heritage of the Haitian culture while enjoying the beautiful scenery and amazing landscapes that Labadee has to offer.
Your SeaTrek guide will give you all the instructions you need. 

Note: Minimum age 8 years.

ZLJ - Thriller Labadee Powerboat Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 42.00 / CHILD: 32.00 USD

DURATION: 45 Minutes Approx.

Be prepared for an exciting and adventurous coastal cruise of the surrounding Labadee area. You will be escorted from
the shoreline of Labadee to the Thriller Powerboat, a custom-built state of the art tour boat for a sightseeing tour you
are sure to remember! Riding at high and low speeds, this narrated tour takes you along the scenic shoreline of
Hispaniola and makes several photo stops at select vantage points. Get a glimpse of Fort Citadel, high atop the mountain
side, Amiga Island and the Bay of Acul, where Christopher Columbus discovered the new world in 1492. Join an exciting
adventure on a vessel with plush seating, plenty of music and spectacular ocean views! Minimum age to participate is 5
years old. This is a bouncy ride and is not recommended for guests with back, neck or heart problems or pregnant
women.

ZLN - Castaway at Malfini Beach

PRICE: ADULT: 60.00 / CHILD: 60.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Have you ever wished you could just get away from it all? Have you ever looked at one of those beaches in the movies,
miles from nowhere, where peace and serenity are all you will find? Well, get castaway at Malfini. A twenty minute boat
ride will take you to a privately owned beach with pristine white sands, hidden in a remote cove surrounded by lush
tropical vegetation. Your tour guide will give you a short glimpse into Haiti's history and culture and answer all the
questions you might have about this port of call. After being greeted with a complimentary Malfini Punch, take your
floating mat and drift away in paradise. Visit the unique Canoe Bar and have our bartender fix you a special drink. Time
stands still at Malfini...cool off in the turquoise water...dose away in your lounge chair...experience paradise! Very
limited space sign up early!
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ZLP - Luc's Splash Bash

PRICE: ADULT: 5.00 / CHILD: 5.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Come Join us at Luc's Splash Bash for an interactive fresh water experience. Splash Bash drips, drizzles and drenches
with ground geysers, toppling water buckets, and water cannons mounted on a climb-aboard pirate ship. Fun for kids
and the entire family.

ZLV - SeaTrek Water Slide

PRICE: ADULT: 20.00 / CHILD: 20.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Come check out the world's largest inflatable water slide. Slip, slide and away you go on this 40-foot high water slide.
The SeaTrek Water Slide is available at your leisure all day.

Note: Height restriction of forty eight (48) inches to participate.

ZLX - Labadee Historic Walking Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 15.00 / CHILD: 10.00 USD

DURATION: 1 Hour Approx.

Meet the local guide for a journey back in time and discover the rich history of the Haitian people. Your Haitian
historian will take you on a comfortable paced walk around Labadee where you will visit the historic ruins of Nelli's
Tower listen to the breathing Dragon's Rock and learn about the history of Haiti over the last 500 years.

Note: This is a walking tour under tropical conditions so participants need to be in moderate physical condition.
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Miami, Florida

MIA - Miami Highlights Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 32.00 / CHILD: 18.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Depart aboard an air-conditioned coach through portions of downtown Miami, heading to the world-famous Art Deco
District of South Beach. After a colorful tour of this historic and trendy area, return to Miami along Brickell Avenue, the
financial heart of the city. Your tour then takes you to the lush bohemian village of Coconut Grove. A drive through
Coral Gables will take you past the Biltmore Hotel, the Venetian Pool and Miracle Mile. After visiting parts of Little
Havana your tour concludes at Miami International Airport. 

Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from
Miami at 1:30 PM or later for domestic flights, and 2:30 PM or later for international flights. 

Note: If your ship is in transit, you tour will return back to your ship.

MIB - Everglades Safari Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 49.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Experience the unique natural beauty of the Florida Everglades in a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Leaving the Port of
Miami aboard an air-conditioned coach, you'll drive through downtown Miami as your guide explains the city's rich
history. Information about the ecology and history of the "River of Grass" will also be provided. Delight in an exciting 40-
minute airboat tour in this unspoiled wilderness! See fish, turtles, alligators, birds and other wildlife in their natural
habitat. Enjoy a wildlife show and alligator wrestling. Your tour concludes at Miami International Airport. 

Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from
Miami at 3:00 PM or later for domestic flights, and 4:00 PM or later for international flights. 

Note: If your ship is in transit, you will be returned to your ship.

MIC - South Beach & Island Queen Cruise

PRICE: ADULT: 48.00 / CHILD: 39.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Depart from the Port of Miami aboard an air-conditioned coach heading to the world-famous South Beach Art Deco
District. After a tour of this colorful area, your destination is Bayside Marketplace, where you will board the 92-foot
Island Queen for a 1 hour cruise. See the homes of the rich and famous - Gloria Estefan, the legendary Al Capone, and the
honeymoon cottage of Elizabeth Taylor and Eddie Fisher - as you cruise the calm waters of Biscayne Bay and pass Star,
Palm and Hibiscus Islands. Enjoy splendid views of downtown Miami before concluding your tour at Miami International
Airport. 

Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from
Miami at 3:00 PM or later for domestic flights, and 4:00 PM or later for international flights. 

Note: If your ship is in transit, you will be returned to your ship.
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MID - Parrot Jungle Island & City Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 38.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Start off with viewing the metropolitan Miami area from the comfort of an air-conditioned motor coach while a savvy
tour guide points out some of the most popular historic sights along Downtown Miami, South Beach and the Art Deco
District. Then visit Parrot Jungle Island with endless things to see and do at Miami’s newest attraction, located in the
very heart of the city and just across the bay from your ship. You will be amazed at the tropical landscaping and
entertaining wildlife shows. Encountering beautiful birds, playful baby apes, ferocious alligators, magnificent tigers, a
20-foot crocodile, giant tortoises and other exotic animals. Our Everglades Habitat is a must-see with a one-acre
environment replicating the Florida Everglades. This tour concludes at the Miami International Airport.

Note: Please verify your flight time prior to booking. This tour is only available to guests with flights departing from
Miami at 3:00 PM or later for domestic flights, and 4:00 PM or later for international flights.

MIE - Parrot Jungle Island On Your Own

PRICE: ADULT: 26.00 / CHILD: 21.00 USD

DURATION: At Your Leisure

Experience how wild Miami really is! Come see the new Parrot Jungle Island. Where the colors of the jungle come
alive, with its world-famous parrot shows, waterfront Serpentarium, ape and monkey exhibits, reptile exhibits, open
aviaries, wildlife show featuring tiger cubs, lemurs and many more!  Parrot Jungle Island offers endless things to see
and do. Guests will stroll the lush tropical landscaping and elegant gardens while encountering more than 3,000
animals and over 500 species of plants and tree. Guests will be thoroughly entertained and amazed with its
spectacular exhibits and world class shows.

Come and have a junglerific day!

Note: This tour is at guest's leisure and does not include transportation to/from venue.
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Montego Bay, Jamaica

Please be aware that there is a certain amount of agility needed to climb Dunn’s River Falls. Due to the 
difficulty involved in this type of activity, guests should make their own judgment before deciding to 
make the climb.

MJA - Rose Hall Great House

PRICE: ADULT: 43.00 / CHILD: 33.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Rose Hall Great House, one of the most famous mansions in Jamaica, is located in Montego Bay. Rose Hall is the largest
existing plantation Great House in the Caribbean. This mansion was once the home of Annie Palmer, the dreaded white
witch of Rose Hall, who was as beautiful as she was deadly. A guided tour takes you through the haunted halls of the
Great House, where Annie managed to kill three husbands and countless lovers. 

At the end of the tour, you will experience shopping at the local shopping center. You will be allocated independent
shopping time, prior to returning to the ship.

MJAA - Cruise, Snorkel Party

PRICE: ADULT: 59.00 / CHILD: 59.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Cruise along Hotel Row before arriving at Marina Gardens for an hour of snorkeling on the coral reefs. Then it’s off to
Margaritaville where the fun never stops. Play on the waterslide or enjoy relaxing at the bar overlooking the sea, before
cruising back to the pier while enjoying rum punch, fruit punch, sodas and beers on tap.

MJAB - Essence of Montego Highlights

PRICE: ADULT: 29.00 / CHILD: 25.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

After boarding your air-conditioned coaches, you will drive along the scenic coast of Montego Bay where a stop will be
made at the Rose Hall Great House. Located in Golf Country, as it is surrounded by three world-class golf courses, your
first stop will be at the Three Palm Golf Course. It is named after Annie Palmer, the white witch of Rose Hall who had
killed and buried her three husbands on the land and then planted a palm tree for each of them. After a short ride, you
will be taken to the entrance of the White Witch Golf Course, where you will experience a panoramic view of the lush
surroundings.

Then it is off to the shopping center at Half Moon Hotel. Here you will find duty free shopping including a large selection
of branded merchandise, Jamaican souvenirs and unique gift items.

Prior to returning to the vessel, a stop will be made at Aqua Sol Beach where you can enjoy a rum punch while listening
to the sounds of Reggae music or take a dip in the azure waters. Guests may stay at the beach longer and return back to
the vessel by taxi at an approximate cost of USD$3.00 per person.
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MJAC - Rafting on the Martha Brae

PRICE: ADULT: 45.00 / CHILD: 45.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours 15 Minutes Approx.

Treat yourself and your family to an exhilarating ride on a 30ft bamboo raft, over three miles of the legendary Martha
Brae River. Enjoy a once in a life time adventure or just lay back in tranquility as you glide gently through captivating
scenery.

Visit Miss Martha’s Herb Garden, a presentation of Jamaican herbs famous for their many medicinal properties.

“Rafting on the Martha Brae” is a unique Jamaican experience not to be missed by any visitor to the island

MJAD - Catamaran Sail, Beach, & Party

PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 52.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This customized excursion provides participants with the wonderful opportunity to experience sailing aboard a well-
appointed catamaran, almost 2 hours at the beach and a fun party sail back to the cruise ship pier across Montego
Bay Harbour. 

Please Note: Guests under the age of 16 years must be accompanied by an adult.

MJAF - Beach Comber Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 76.00 USD

DURATION: 7 Hours Approx.

Departing from Montego Bay cruise pier one will have a scenic drive along the sea shore for approximately 50
minutes to Negril. On the way you will see small villages, including Lucea, an old historic seaside town that has some
buildings dating back to the 17th century. History records that Port Charlotte was named after Queen Charlotte, wife
of King George III, who reigned from 1760-1820. The fort kept pirates and the Spanish at bay, protecting the logwood
and sugar which was exported by ship from Lucea. Arriving at the resort to a welcome drink, and a chaise lounge.
Buffet lunch is included, and is served at approximately 12:30.

After a wonderful day of relaxation enjoy the scenic air conditioned bus ride to the pier

MJB - Black River Safari

PRICE: ADULT: 62.00 / CHILD: 58.00 USD

DURATION: 7 Hours Approx.

Departing Montego Bay, your tour takes you along the Southern Coast passing through quaint seaside villages where
colorful fishing boats line the shore. This ecological tour by boat up the Black River is for bird watchers and
crocodile aficionados. Enjoy an authentic Jamaican cuisine lunch at the Bridgehouse Inn across the Black River
Bridge before returning to Montego Bay.
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MJC - Dunn's River Falls Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 74.00 / CHILD: 63.00 USD

DURATION: 7 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

An approximate two hour drive through the countryside takes you to the town of Ocho Rios where you will visit the
spectacular Dunn's River Falls, a 600-foot waterfall. At the falls, water cascades along a rocky, elevated course down to
sea level, emptying into the Caribbean Sea. With the help of an experienced guide, you will enjoy the exhilarating climb
to the top. Don't forget your bathing suit and water shoes! After Dunn's River the tour travels to Island Village for a
scrumptious buffet luncheon at Jimmy Buffet's Margaritaville Restaurant. Island Village boasts a number of duty free
shops, a Reggae Xplosion museum, a financial center with services for Western Union and American Express and many
other activities. Passengers will have an opportunity to walk about the village before the tour departs for Montego Bay.

MJD - Mountain Valley Rafting

PRICE: ADULT: 52.00 / CHILD: 42.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

Your journey begins west through Jamaica's mountainous interiors on winding roads with lush tropical vegetation.
When you reach the little village of Lethe, you will board a two-person bamboo raft. Enjoy the richness of the vegetation,
the age old calm of the river and the cool of the trees while you cruise through clear, deep pools and over mild rapids
with an experienced raftsman. All too soon, your raft ride will end at Rhea's World, where you can enjoy a
complimentary fruit drink. Rhea's World, located on the river bank, provides a unique combination of gardens filled with
various species of Jamaican flowers, and home-grown fruit trees, among cages of small animals, fish, and birds
indigenous to the island. An exotic taste of Jamaica is in the sampling of the banana, orange, and coconut liqueurs and
Pina Colada which is made on the spot directly from the coconut meat. The history dating from the arrival of banana,
coconut, coffee and sugarcane into the island to the processing and exporting of their by-products is unfolded during
the sampling of each liqueur. Finally, the work of creative craftsmen and ‘Budhai', one of Jamaica's famous artists is on
display and available for purchase. Before your return to the ship, your final stop will be at the City Centre Shopping
Complex, where you can select your purchases from a variety of duty-free, souvenir and specialty shops.

MJE - Horseback Ride n' Swim

PRICE: ADULT: 86.00 / CHILD: 86.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

You will depart the Montego Bay cruise ship pier in air-conditioned comfort for the scenic 25 minute bus ride along the
coast. The tour heads west through the elite neighborhood of Reading, over the great river and past the fabulous Round
Hill Hotel, winter playground of the rich and famous. With the Caribbean sea always within arms reach, you will be
driven by millionaires row at the world renowned Tryall Golf & Country Club before arriving at Sandy Cove for the start
of the ride. You will depart the stable on horseback and ride through the estate of the former Custos of Hanover. Ride
across the old polo field and see the great House where her royal highness Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip, the Duke
of Edinburgh, were entertained while visiting Jamaica in 1966. See the ruins of the old sugar factory. The ride arrives at
the beach. All riders will dismount and the guides will unsaddle their mounts and prepare for the swim. Riders remount
their horses, bareback with a halter, and enter the sea for the riding experience of a lifetime. A trail, cut through the
mangroves, leads to the beach area where refreshments are served and riders can swim, shower or just relax in a
hammock until it's time for the transfer back to the ship. Note: It is recommended to wear swimwear under your riding
clothes. Maximum weight allowed is 250 pounds. Minimum Age: 6 years old.

Note: Guests will be required to wear a ridding helmet at all times while on horseback.
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MJG - Mobay Highlight & Shopping Extravaganza

PRICE: ADULT: 30.00 / CHILD: 21.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Montego Bay is Jamaica's second city, and is one, which proudly bears the name of the Friendly City. From a Spanish
settlement with the prosaic name of Bahai de Manteca, Bay of Lard, to mark the chief export of the town in the 16th
century, Montego Bay has been transformed into a spreading city known in song and story. From the quayside we
wind our way through the hustle and bustle for a drive by the world famous Rose Hall Great House, once the opulent
home of Annie Palmer, The White Witch of Rose Hall, where some say that her spirit still lingers. Annie, is known to
have killed three husbands and numerous slave lovers before meeting her own violent death one dark night. From
this taste of Jamaica's ghostly past we will take you to the Half Moon Shopping Centre and the new retail and
entertainment center known as the Bob Marley Experience. There you have the comfort of an air-conditioned, wide-
screen theatre where you view a film on the life of the reggae legend Bob Marley. Also featured is the largest
collection of Bob Marley T-Shirts, music, gifts and souvenirs items in the world.

MJH - 4 x 4 Safari Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 82.00 / CHILD: 82.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This tour is designed to highlight a great deal of Jamaica's beauty, culture and history which usually remains unseen
due to lack of accessibility by virtue of the terrain which adds the thrill of real 4 wheel driving to this adventure.
There is interesting commentary along the tour by the experienced and well informed drivers.

The tour takes you to the interior of Jamaica cutting through the Mountains by a mixture of rural roadways, farm
access roads, and at times, tracks made only by the very jeeps of the tour. The stops include two 1700's estates
where you will see the ruins of the Sugar Factory and Great Homes where the owners of these grand properties lived.
Your vehicle will also stop by the Great River engulfed in a jungle type setting with an array of trees and plants that
have remained untouched for years. At the river, you will get a chance to take a dip. You will then travel to a small
town, where a beverage stop will be made, before heading back to the ship.

Note: Bring or wear a swimsuit under clothes. This tour is not recommended for women who are pregnant or anyone
with back problems or ailments that may be aggravated by 4 wheel driving.

Minimum Age: 6 years old.

MJI - Jungle River Tubing

PRICE: ADULT: 68.00 / CHILD: 68.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

River tubing is great fun for the entire family and a unique way to stay cool while enjoying the tropical countryside of
this beautiful island. Your tubing safari begins with a 30-minute transfer to the start of the tubing tour. On arrival,
your guide will issue you a specially designed inner tube, paddle and life jacket. After an orientation and safety
briefing, it's time to let the adventure begin! Your guide will show you how to paddle and where to go while on the
river as the rapids speed up just enough to increase the excitement. There is interesting commentary along the river
highlighting the rivers natural beauty which usually remains unseen. See the streams entering the river, the amazing
plant life and birds. While on this tour you will tube through areas of Jamaica that are still unspoiled. At the end of
the river one can enjoy complimentary refreshments and get ready for the transfer back to your ship.
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Note: It is recommended that guests wear bathing attire under their clothing and wear aqua socks or sneakers.

Minimum age: 8 years old.

MJK - ATV Adventure

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

This adventure offers a scenic ride through the rugged terrain of the Blue Hole Estate to the beautiful community of
Cascade, which is nestled immaculately in the parish of Hanover. 

Meandering on four-wheel bikes, you will get the chance of a lifetime to journey 2200 feet above sea level, while pausing
for a while to marvel at nature’s beauty and to learn about some of Jamaica’s rural communities.  Experience the way as
your powerful easy to handle four wheel ATV bikes negotiate through the rugged terrain. 

Taste Jamaica’s rich culture and heritage as you journey through farming villages and learn of the history of Pumpkin
Bottom, Smithfield and Cascade. Visit one of the oldest Presbyterian Churches in Jamaica that was built by slaves in
1840. See nature’s natural flora and fauna and learn of their multiple uses by our expert guides.

After the tour, you will return to base, where they will get the chance to cool off and relax while soaking up nature’s
unspoilt natural beauty, before you are transferred to their ship.

Note: Minimum age is 16 years old. Guests must have a valid driver's license in order to participate. Limited to 1 person
per vehicle.

MJL - Negril Splendor

PRICE: ADULT: 68.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours Approx.

You will begin with a leisurely ride through the South Western side of Jamaica with views of the coast. Your first stop is
at the Royal Palm Reserve, a forest located within the Negril Great Morass. You can take a guided walk along the
boardwalk and see wildlife in its natural habitat. You will then be taken to Jimmy Buffet's Margaritaville, where you will
have a few hours to enjoy the beach and also the buffet lunch. Your tour will end with the 90 minute drive back to
Montego Bay and your vessel.

MJM - Appleton Estate Rum Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 65.00 / CHILD: 65.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

You will start with a 90 minute drive to the famous Appleton Estate. The tour will give you an inside look at the rum
making process. You can watch the resident donkey "Paz" demonstrate how juice was extracted from the sugar cane in
the 18th century. You will also see the Distillery & Ageing House, where the different methods of distillation are shown.
You can participate in the crushing of the sugar cane, tasting of the 'Wet-sugar' boiled in copper pots, and sample 14
blends of rum, including the famous white rum.Your lunch will be typical Jamaican style, including the Jerk Chicken.
Your trip back to the pier will also include a rest stop Caves by the sea.
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MJO - Johns Hall Plantation Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 28.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This plantation tour will give you an experience of Jamaica that is a little different. Your tour will start with a drive
through Montego Bay to a local church, where you will be told of its history. You will also make a stop at the Mount
Olive Basic School, where you will be able to interact with the young students.

Then, it's off to visit Johns Hall Plantation, where you will have approximately 90 minutes to see and learn how
mountain coffee, breadfruit, pear, avocado, and Jamaican Apples, among other fruits, grow. A tasting of the famous
100% Blue Mountain coffee will be given. You will also be viewing the livestock of the plantation, and could meet
some interesting characters. A traditional Jamaican lunch of Jerk Pork and Chicken will be served before your ride
back to your vessel.

MJP - Jamaica Wonders

PRICE: ADULT: 58.00 / CHILD: 48.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 30 Minutes Approx.

Your journey will take you into the interior of Jamaica to a tiny village named Lethe, where the beautiful Great River
meanders gently through the mountains. You will arrive at the estate of the Tullochs for a cool drink of local fruit
punch. From there you will go on a Jitney ride into the banana plantation where you will have a lesson on the value of
the fruit. Learn about the history of the coconut and its many uses. You will also have an opportunity to taste
different liqueurs make from coconut, banana and the Jamaican special rum.

The tour continues to Rockland bird sanctuary. Built in the 1970’s in the hills of anchovy it took 6 years of hard work
for the birds to make it their home. Now visitors can sit in the alcove while they feed from your hands or wander the
30 acres property and view from a distance those who prefer the wilds of the land. 

Your next stop is the Waterwheel at Tryall, where during the 18th century this monument tracked water from the
surrounding hillsides, and provided source of life to all the residents of that sugar plantation. Today, after 300 years,
it still continues its original function (the only one of its kind still in working condition in Jamaica). You will be able to
sample Jamaican grown fruits at the base of the wheel before you are returned to the pier where the journey ends.

MJS - The Original Canopy Tour®

PRICE: ADULT: 89.00 / CHILD: 89.00 USD

DURATION: 4 Hours Approx.

This Unique Tour consists of a series of decks and platforms mounted in the cliffs and trees of the forest. Your
Canopy Tour Guide will instruct you in using the high-angle equipment and techniques to move from platform to
platform. 

The tour begins with a short walk to a crossing of the Great River that separates the Parishes of St. James and
Hanover. This is just the start of numerous parish border crossings. The foundation on which this crossing is built is
a ruin that dates back from colonial times. This suspension bridge is a single-track rope bridge similar to the bridge
that was used in the movie “Romancing the Stone”. 

After the bridge crossing participants will take a brisk 7-minute walk up to the Briefing Area and first Diving Board
where the traversing adventure begins. Here at the edge of the cliff overlooking the rainforest, guests receive a safety
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talk and demonstration of the techniques used throughout the adventure. You are then attached to the first traverse
and depart under the roots of an immense strangler fig tree for a 300 foot flight across the 250 year old dam. 

Your tour continues with eight additional traverses coupled with intermittent nature walks. Each traverse and platform
is unique with colorful names such as “Limestone Cliff”, “Threesome Stop” and the highlight of our Tour, the “Inter-
parish Express” (over one thousand feet long!). Guests will be given a variety of experiences highlighting the diversity of
Jamaica’s landscape and history. Hear and see the rushing waters below as you traverse up to 35 miles an hour across
springs, the Great River and a 150 year old Dam. This amazing experience of gliding silently through a tunnel of trees is
the closest guests will ever feel like to be a jungle bird.

What to take: insect repellant, sunscreen, small backpack or fanny pack. Anything you take must be carried by you
throughout the entire Tour in a way that leaves both hands free. 

What to wear: Comfortable clothing that you don’t mind getting a little dirty. Jeans or shorts with sneakers. Closed-toe
shoes are recommended however strap-on sandals are acceptable. 

Notes: You must be 12 years of age to participate on this tour. You must have the ability to walk 30 minutes uphill and
up steps, sufficient mobility and strength to climb a 20-foot ladder straight up, and fit in the harness and helmet in a safe
manner as determined by the Chief System Operator (head guide). This tour is not suitable for pregnant women,
persons with heart trouble, seizure disorders, asthma, problems with balance, some disabilities, back, neck or shoulder
problems.

MJT - Coral Semi-Sub

PRICE: ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 19.00 USD

DURATION: 2 Hours Approx.

Explore Montego Bay’s marine sanctuary abroad one of the most advanced vessels of its kind. View the fascinating
underwater ecosystem of Jamaica’s only marine park in a comfortable air-conditioned underwater semi-sub. Learn
about the colourful corals, exotic tropical fish and other sea life from marine experts.

A short walk from the cruise terminal takes you to the semi-sub. After boarding, the sub proceeds slowly to the marine
park where fish are fed. A stop for 30 minutes or longer is provided for those who wish to snorkel. The semi-sub
continues its sail along the coastline passing Sandals Inn, Jack Tar Hotel and the famous Doctor’s Cave Beach and
Margaritaville before returning to the cruise ship pier.

MJU - Helmet Diving

PRICE: ADULT: 94.00 / CHILD: 94.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours Approx.

Sea Trek is the easiest and most comfortable way to explore the underwater world. You will be picked up at the pier and
taken to the renowned Doctor's Cave Beach, where you will be given a brief orientation before starting your adventure.

A space age helmet is set comfortably on your shoulders while a continuous flow of air lets you breathe with ease. Your
hair doesn't get wet, and you can even wear prescription glasses. Then the fun will begin! For the duration of
approximately 25 minutes, your guide will show you all there is to see at the bottom of the Sea. 

Sea Trek is also great for the non-swimmer, as you do not have to know how to swim in order to experience this
memorable event. After your adventure you will have approximately 1 hour and 30 minutes to enjoy the beautiful
surroundings at Doctor's Cave Beach. Once you have soaked up the Sun, Sea, and Sand, you will be transferred back to
your vessel.
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Note: The Minimum age for this tour is 8 years old. Participants must be in good health. This tour is not available for
women who are more than three months pregnant.

MJV - Croydon Plantation Tour

PRICE: ADULT: 56.00 / CHILD: 26.00 USD

DURATION: 6 Hours Approx.

The Croydon Plantation is located toward the center of the island, and the working plantation gives visitors
knowledge about Jamaican life outside of the cities.The drive out to the plantation takes approximately 1.25 hours
through the countryside. You will get insights in coffee cultivation and processing. You can sample exotic fresh fruits
and and fruit drinks. The pineapple stop is a unique experience, where you can try different varieties of chilled
pineapple slices. You will also have a Jamaican barbeque lunch served with the "Blue Mountain" coffee. Your tour
will end with a drive back to the pier.

MJY - Beach Break

PRICE: ADULT: 34.00 / CHILD: 21.00 USD

DURATION: 3 Hours 45 Minutes Approx.

The Caribbean Beach Park is the perfect place for families to spend a most enjoyable day in Jamaica. Located just 20
minutes from the port, you will enjoy a secure and private environment offering a day of relaxation and sun on this
sandy beach washed by the beautiful turquoise waters of the Caribbean Sea. On arrival you will be welcomed to the
rhythms of island music and a complimentary drink of rum punch, draft beer, soda or fruit juice.

On the beach you can relax in the sun or partake in an organized volleyball or basketball game, or play a challenging
game of table tennis or darts with a fellow patron.  There is an extra charge for motorized water sports and a game of
pool. Snacks and additional drinks are available for purchase at the Pavilion. Lounge chairs are included in your
package.

MJZ - Cinnamon Hill Golf Club

PRICE: ADULT: 115.00 / CHILD: 115.00 USD

DURATION: 5 Hours Approx.

The Ocean Golf Course at Rose Hall, designed by world renown Robert Von Hagge, will encompass 18 holes. Cradled
with Jamaica's blue mountains, nearly 7,000 yards of traverse lush tropical splendor, which was once a sugar
plantation.

Note: Price includes green fees, transportation, shared cart and caddy. Club rental $30.00 per person; Shoe rental not
available - Prices are not part of the golf package and are subject to change at anytime. Payable at the golf course
only. PRICE VALID 10/1/04 - 9/30/05. 18 HOLES/PAR 71/6,637 YARDS.
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